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ANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY FEBRUABY 4, 1909,

VOL. 45.

place the present statute for the prelection of the artesian waters of New
Mexico. Any owner of a well who
does not case and cap it so that its
flow may be arrested or who permits
the water to be wasted shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor un-t'.the proposed measure. The act
prohibits the water from a well being
conaucted more than a mile and a
half in an open ditch or two and a
half miles in pipes, this section being
aimed at a project to store and sell
i the
waters from artesian wells on
large tracts to consumers at a distance. The act directs the governor
of the terirtory to appoint a well supervisor for each county in which ar
TO
tesian water is known to exist, whose
remuneration and expenses shall be
provided by taxing each artesian well
N?e:hem Introduces Measure $5 a year. The act provides for in-- ,
spection, the keeping of records of in- Providing Bond Issue
spectious and for permits which must
be obtained before work of drilling or
For School Purposes.
repairing a well can be commenced.
The penalty clause provides for a line
Both houses held busy sessions to- of from $25 to $100 for each separate
day and later adjourned for the pur- offense against the act, each day in
pose of holding a joint session to tye which any of the provisions of the act
a hearing to the matter of establish- shall be violated, to be considered a
ing a school of archaeology. The fea- separate offense. There are thirty
ture of the House session was a spir- sections in the act, making provision
ited address by Governor Curry In for minor regulations.
which he advocated the appointment
House Bill No. 90, by Chavez of
e
of a committee
of
citizens Bernalillo, by request, an act to
to go to Washington and urge the
and punisli larceny of gas, eleccause of statehood.
In the Council tricity, etc., and the appliances used
the feature was a bill by Mechem to produce the same. Referred to the
calling for a large bond Issue for committee on corporations,
school purposes.
House Bill No. 91, by Walter, an
j
act to provide for vendors' lien on
HOUSh.
personal property. Referred to the
Thursday Morning.
Speaker Miera called the House to committee on judiciary.
order shortly after 10 o'clock this
House Bill No. 92, by Chavez of Siforenoon, every member answering erra, an'act regulating the pay of jurors in justice of the peace courts and
the roll-calHouse Petition No. 11, was ottered the fees of witnesses in such courts.
by Bushkevltz, from citizens of Union, Referred to the committee on judiSan Miguel and Mora counties, asking ciary.
House Bill No. 93, by Chavez of
for the creation of Bent county. Referred to the committee on counties ISerra, an act requiring all married
foreigners coming to the territory to
and county lines.
court clerk marHouse Petition No. 12, was pre- file with the probate
that they
certificates
showing
riage
sented by Mullins. It asks for tlie
are legally married. Referred to t
Protecan
of
Well
Artesian
passage
on judiciary.
tive Law. Referred to the committee committee
House Bill No. 94, by Brice, an act
on judiciary...
to detine placer mining claims and to
on judiciary reThe, committee
Reregulate the location thereof.
ported Hduse Bill No. 30, by Roberts, ferred to the committee on mines and
with the recommendation that it pass. public lands.
Under suspension of the rules it was
House Bill No. 95, by Sweezey, an
passed, only Brown, Gallegos and Val-de- z act to amend Section 9, Chapter 97,
voting against it on the ground of the Laws of 1907, relating to the
that they were not fully Informeff as purchase of school books. Referred to
to the bill. The bill reads as follows: the committee on education.
An act, entitled "An act relative to
Upon motion of Baca, the rules were
the sale of sr portion of a stock of suspended and Council JoiVit Resolumerchandise other than in the or- tion No. 4, providing for the printing
dinary course of trade and for other of 500 statehood memorials to be sent
purposes and providing a penalty.
to members of Congress, was passed
Be it enacted by the legislative as- unanimously.
sembly of the territory of New
Council Bill No. 35, an act providing
Mexico:
for
the punishment of those
Section 1. A sale of any portion of
graves or removing remains with-ou"ing
a stock of merchandise otherwise,
authority, which passed the Counthan in the ordinary course of trade
was reteired by Speaekr
cil
yesterday,
In the regular and usual prosecution
to the committee on territorial
Miera
of
sale
a
or
of the seller's business,
an entire stock of merchandise in affairs.
Baca, for the special committee
bulk,' shall be prima facie evidence
'
as
wliicn
conferred with the Capitol Exfraudulent
was
that the sale
untension
commission, reported that it
seller,
of
the
creditors
the
against
towil. take $43,920, instead of $30,000
less the seller and the purchaser
r
(5) days
appropriated, to complete the capitol
other shall, at leasta five
indetailed
full
extension; that it will require $19,500
the sale, make
inventory, showing the quantity and so to complete the executive mansion
of
exercise
for
of
the
that
with
$10,000
stead
as
appropriated
possible,
far
reasonable diligence, the cost price to purpose; that $3,500 more is needed
the seller of the various articles to be than already expended to pay for the
Included in the sale, unless thajir-chase- r land bought for the executive manshall, at least five (5) days be- sion and $3,500 to connect the capfore the sale, in good faith, make full itol extension with the present main
explicit Inquiry of the seller as to the building. This means a deficiency apor propriation of $33,200 provided for in
names and places of residence,
of the bill introduced by Baca yesterall
and
of
each
of
business,
place
the creditors of the seller, and the day. The report was adopted without
amount owing each creditors and ob- a dissenting vote and was referred to
tain from the seller a written answer the committee on finance, the special
to such inquiries; and unless such pur committee being discharged.
shall retain such inventory
, chaser
By unanimous consent, Mullens inand written answer to bis inquiries troduced House Bill No. 90, an act
for at least six months after such relating to 'the qualifications of voters
sale; and unless the purchaser shall, at school elections. Referred to the
at least five (5) days before the sale, committee on education. The bill pro
in good faith, notify or .cause to be vides that women of legal age shall
notified, personally or by registered be permitted to vote at school elecmail, each of the seller's creditors of tions, and also be permitted to serve
whom the purchaser has knowledge, as school directors and county super
or can with the exercise of reasonable intendents of schools. The bill is esdiligence acquire knowledge, of said pecially aimed to validate the eleccost tion of women to be county school
.proposed sale, and of the said
to be sold,
merchandise
the
of
price
superintendents as was done at the
and of the price proposed to be paid last election by Colfax county.
therefor by the purchaser.
A recess was taken until 2:30
Sec. 2. The seller shall, at least o'clock this afternoon.
At 3 o'clock
five (5) days before such sale, fully the House will meet jointly with the
and truthfully answer in writing each Council.
and all of said inquiries, and if such
COUNCIL.
seller shall knowingly and willfully
Thursday Afternoon.
make or deliver, or cause to be made
member was present. House
Every
or delivered, to such purchaser any Joint Memorial No. 1 was reported fa-to
such,
false or Incomplete answers
deemed vorably by the committee on judl-- I
inquiries, said seller shall be
and upon clary. , It asks Congress to approve
guilty of a misdemeanor,
to
be
shall
punished 'the act of 1907 for the refunding
conviction thereof
has
excess
it
paid
'each
the
county
five thousand
hy a fine not to exceed
into the territorial treasury on the
($5,000) dollars or by inyirlsonment
debt. The memorial was
territorial
one
'In the county jail not to exceed
adopted.
and
year or both such fineof the imprisoncourt.
The committee reported favorably
ment in the discretion
Sec. 3. Nothing contained in this Council Bill No. 41 by the president,
act shall apply to sales by executors, providing for the punishment ofto perobsons making false statements
administrators, receivers, assignees
in
trustees
was
bill
The
passed.
credit.
tain
for the benefit of creditors,
office
The following bills were introbankruptcy or any public
'
official
capacity. duced:
a sale in his
intro- j
Council Bill. No. 55, by Catron, an
The following bills were
'
act providing for the completion of
duced:
House Bill No. 89, by Mullins, an the National Guard armory at Santa
act to regulate the use of artesian ,Fe. The bill carries an appropriathe
wells and to prevent waste of water, tion of $5,479.64. Referred to
v
Laws
of
17
the
on
finance.
committee
to
Chapter
and
repeal
of 1905. Referred to the committee
(Continued On Page Eight.)
on judiciary. The measure is to re
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NO, 303

ADDRESSES

DRUMMER EVANGELIST BUSINESS MEN AROUSED COURT MARTIAL
VISITS SANTA FE
BY INDICTMENTS
REACHES DECISION

LEGISLATURE

His Wife, Who Is His Able Assistant, Hold Mass
Meeting and Seek to UpWas Former
Resihold Integrity of Indicted Men.
dent of This City.

Urges Appointment
of Committee to go
to Washington

Weil-Know-

!

I

be-fo-

--

con-ducti-

j

fed-jera-

as to the legality of

could not be held responsible for unof the
expected effect of one-thirquantity of wine drunk by each of
those around him at the reception. In
any event, he Insisted that if the
specifications be found true, Captain
Qualtrough was involuntarily guiliy
and that his exceptionally fine record
as an officer entitled him to clemency.
Qualtrough has received many cable
messages of sympathy.

WHOLE TOWNS
WASHED AWAY

defraud the government.
The indicted men are among the
most prominent in Oklahoma.

jp-- -

t

Homeless

LONG DEBATE ON

STATEHOOD BILL

Inhabitants Rescued
Special Train.

Hi

lt

o

i

,

Sixty of

forty-seve- n

de-tin-

-,

4.

Qual-troug-

the leading business men of Muskogee
held a mass meeting at midnight last
night that lasted until early today to
re--I
discuss the seven Indictments
l
turned here late yesterday by the
grand jury in the government's
town lot investigation. The meeting
was presided over by Mayor Martin.
Expressions of confidence in the high
standing, Integrity and honor of the
Indicted men were made and a committee of seven members appoint d
to correct what was termed an erroneous Impression

i

i

Muskogee, Okln., Fob.

in

court-martia-

the land titles existing in Muskogee
and eastern Oklahoma. More details
became known today regarding the indictments.
The first returned was
that against Governor Charles N.
Haskell, Clarence W. Turner and
Walter R. Eaton. It alleged
overt acta in an alleged conspirThe
acy to defraud the government.
second was against Wm. T. Hutchins
and Clarence W. Turner, and alleged
thirteen overt acts in conspiracy to
The third
defraud the government.
Was against Albert Zengligh Frederick
Severs and .lessee Mill and alleged
overt acts in conspiracy to
ninety-tw-

j

l.

l
Gibraltar, Feb. 4. The
which is trying Captain
of the battleship Georgia on
the charges that he was intoxicate! at
the reception at Tangier, given by tiio
American minister, reached a decision this afternoon.
The outcome
will not be made public until the findings are approved by Admiral Spvrry
which probably will be before the
fleet sails. Major Williams, who acted
as the judge and advocate, allowed
the case to rest without the presentation of his conclusions.
Lieutenant
Commander John K. Robinson, summing up for the defense, argued that
Captain Quallrough was ill, but not
intoxicated.
He laid particular stress
upon the abnormal physical condition
of the captain, which rendered him
peculiarly susceptible to alcoholic and
nicotine iKusoning, and contended lie

n

Rev. W. H. Williams, the drummer
evangelist and wife, Beltie, of San
Jose, Calif., arrived last evening from
El Reno, Okla., where on last Monday they closed a very sucessful revival meeting. They stopped over in
Santa Fe to spend a few days with Mr.
Williams' daughter, Mrs. J. C. Digneo. ,'
Evangelist Williams held a series of
revival- meetings in Santa I
eight

fKi

By a

Historical Society
Throws Open Its
Rooms
IT

VISITORS

PRESENT

New Arrangement of Exhibits Makes Quite an

Improvement.
Quite a large crowd of people took
(advantage of the reception, given by
jthe Historical Society of New Mexico, last evening. It was the first time
in years that the society lias thrown
open lis rooms to the public in the
The reception was given
evening.
in order that the
legisla tors might
have an exceptional opportunity to
view the finest collection of Southwestern historical iv.'ics and antiqui-U'a- ,
and iih'o that the people of Santa
Fe might, come in and
inspect their
new arrangement. In the matter of
the various
specimens,
a decided
has been
improvement
made, though even now there Is not
sufficient room to properly display the
great number of valuable
exhibits.
The new order of arrangement, has
greatly simplified matters for the ben
efit of visitors and it is probable that
when additional space is secured, that
additional improvement will be made
by way of carefully labeling each arti
cle and cataloguing it so that the
many sightseers that come to Santa
be and visit the rooms of the Histori
cal Society can be supplied with a
catalogue that will thoroughly explain the meaning and history of the
many wonderful things they'see. The
new classification of articles is as fol

Red Bluff, Calif., Feb. 4. The storm
4.
has Tjeen raging in the extreme
The
Feb.
which
Washington,
C,
Rev. W. H. Williams and .Vife.
Hamilton resolution calling for a hear-- 1 northern part of the state for the last
ing and vote of the statehood bill on two days, spent its fury last night, but
February 10, was the subject of two not before the Sacramento riveL had
years ago and at that time met Mrs. j hours' debate today, without any
the highest point in its his-- '
Bettie Gibbs, a resident of this city
at
this
or
place. Below the Red Bluff
motion
being
tory
appeal
tervening
I
living in the house now owned and ; made.
the towns of Tehama, St. John's and
occupied by Colonel and Mrs. E. C. j The Andrews bill was brought up, Hamilton City, have been under
Abbott, at the corner of Cerrillos Road
seeks to secure pensions for e ter and many narrow escapes from
and Hickox street on the south side. vninntoora
defended
the New drowning; are reported. Carried in
Their marriage followed shortly and
frontiers
&nd
Arlzona
against the stream's swirling waters whole
MexlCQ
since that time they have held meet
blocks of houses near the river bank
Mexican Indian depredations
the
ings in nearly every state and terriwere
calls;
swept away. Six hundred inhab
The agricultural bill presented
tory In the United States. Twenty-fiv- e for n total annronrlatlon of twelve Hants of the town were rescued by a lows :
years ago, Mr. Williams was pas million, eight hundred and eighty special train when the water was six
1. Prehistoric. Before the Snanlsh
tor of the Methodist church at Silver thousand dollars.
feet deep in the main street. Wash- discovery.
City and wag a frequent visitor in
out on the Southern Pacific have comAboriginal. Relating to the Pu- Santa Fe. Mr. and Mrs. Williams
pletely tied up the traffic on that road. eblo and other Indians.
BODY
BURNED
over
Fe
Santa
in
Sunday,
will remain
Spanish and Mexican. 159S to
after which Mr. Williams may go to PARTIALLY IDENTIFIED
184C.
STATEON
ACTION
Roswell.
4.
since 1S4G.
HOOD FEBRUARY 10 5. American,
Books, rncnuscrints and nic
tures.
MARVELOUS SURGICAL
Abilene, Tex., Feb. 4 A partial
D. C, Feb. 4. Repre- 6. Mineral exhibit.
Washington,
found
of
the
Identification
body
OPERATION PERFORMED burned to a
Hamilton of Michigan has
sentative
in
crisp Tuesday night
new acquisitions navn
Constantly
in the Hoase
ruins of the Mud Young school introduced a resolution
been and are still being added to the
the
Dead
Grafts
bill
Doctor
Successfully
to have the statehood
various collections, the value of which
house, has been made as being that seeking
Man's Knee to Leg of Living Man.
at a special hearing on is
of Alex Sears, a wealthy cattleman, noted upon
beyond price. The value of the ool.
on whose ranch near Anson, was made February 10th.
lections and the constant lmnrovemt
4.
Feb.
The
doctors
Washington,
arrest of James T. Barnett, a
being made Is due chiefly to the inde
at the Georgetown University hospital the
GOVERNOR HASKELL
city
fatigable zeal and energy disolaved hv
BOND
OFFER
witnessed
a remarkable operation
WILL
Governor L. Bradford Prince, the
pres
performed there several days ago by
MANY NEW SUITS FILED.
ident or the Historical Society. He
Dr. George Tully Vaughan of this city
Guthrie, Okla., Feb. 4. The friends spent
many hours and days Iateiy, in
on George A. Kelly, aged 29. The
of Governor Charles N. Haskell de the matter
of suitably
4. The First
ev- Feb.
Albuquerque,
bones in Kelley's knees were badly
nied today that there was any truth
11
I.
il
to better advantage. One of
entiling
us
a,,Kmiuo"ai
attorney,
decided
so
Vauehan
Dr.
inuSn
diseased,
in the rumors that he would resign
H- - F Raynolds,
yesterday filed a suit from the offlce o cnie executiv3 as the particular improvements made, ls
upon amputation. In the hospital was
the conversion of one of the back
a man about to die. Dr. Vaughan ob-- ! ln the district court against Max Dan- the regult of the indlctments returned rooms
into a library and reading room.
ained the permission of the dying nenbaum, Bernard Dannenbaum and aRaln8t nim yesterday by the federal This
makes it possible for stuchange
m
m
'u
ismi juuiueiu
man's family to remove the left leg
grand ju,.y at Muskogee. The gover- - dents and writers, as well as others
at- 611,11
ana
wun
;,
deinterest
was
and
it
in the event of death,
n01. said today tnat ne had nothmg to
consult the numerous historical
cided that the knee of the dead man torney's fees, alleged to be due as fnrrher to say regarding the charges
with comfort and take
publications
a
on
note
uaynrem
pun
promissory
should be grafted to the leg of the
oU)er tnjm tQ repeat tne statement such notes ns
to
L.
Bibo
Mrs.
Dannenbaum
they desire. It was in
given
by
was
.st
transfer
The
Press
Associated
duly
sufferer.
made to the
this room that the attention of the vison
trans1907.
note
was
The
,
to-14,
May
made. The bones were riveted
night that he ls guiltless. He expects
ierrea uy moo ro tne Dim national tn atnH. fn MnsUo!rf,e tonizht where itors was caught by a newly acquired
gether by a slender strong wire and. bank.
Mrs. Dannenbaum
recently ilC will aitli-aih tvo thpr Publication, which contains a full acF,i,ia ...w.
the most delicate phase thus over-count of the expeditions of Cabeza de
Berndied
Max
Dannenbaum
and
and
in dieted men in the United States Vaca
come, namely, that of joining the liga
and Marcos dtf'Xlza, printed in
ard Dannenbaum are alleged to be her court and formally offer bond. Many
ments, causing the surgeons to work;
Venice
in 1556, within twenty years
sole
heirs.
as they probably had never labored
prominent men have offered to sign after the events described. The book
on- w.
ii.
musine
uooson,
ior
ana
auorney
before. Every tissue, tendon
his bond.
is printed in the plain,
clear type
cle was joined. Kelly Is said to be solidated Liquor company, filed a suit
( f that
period. Another book drew at.
Doroeto Torres and Dolores WILL ESTABLISH A
against
Improving rapidly.
tenton, which contained a good porSedillo, asking judgment against
RACING COMMISSION
trait
of Pedro de Alvarado. it being
to
in
sum
of
them
the
$98.24,
alleged
SENATE MAKES FEB. 12
that no such picdated
on
due
note
be
a
commit-Apri- l formerly supposed
4.
The
promissory
Feb.
Austin, Tex.,
LEGAL HOLIDAY
ture
was
in
existence.
Copies of
i
14, 1908. Another suit was filed t
noU3e of the legislanf th
this
now
are
picture
being
made, one
Consolidated
the
company
by
Liquor
ture hag decjded to report favorably for Colonel R. E.
...
, .
Twitchell for lecWashington, D. C, Feb. 1 Witn- turn in st .T. AT. Archil
comstate
a
bill
the
creating
racing
out amendments, the senate has passJn
q gum Qf
interest, mission which is to pass upon all ture purposes and another for use in
a publicaton.
ed the house bill making February ftud cogtg of the
Besdes these interestQn accQunt of
racing matters. The meetings will ing and absorbing
12, 1909, the one hundredth annlversde
subjects the vissold
and
merchandise
be limited to fifteen days under the
itors found a variety of other attracary or tne birtn or ADranam lwcum, llvered to the defendant and upon
to
and
one
association
auspices of
a legal holiday and recommending which
payment is alleged to be still thirty days within one county. An tions. Constant regret was expressed
United
the
its celebration throughout
that they had not more time
due.
absolute ban has been placed on pool by many
States, for which purpose the PresiFrank Ackerman, attorney for Aa - ;roonia and on seHing Information to to spend amid so many unusually Indent is authorized to issue a special vier
collections.
Governor
Schneider, filed a suit, asking ool room8 within the state. A com teresting
Chief
Mills
Prince
and
Justice
proclamation.
Medard
Wirth
the
to
control
is
for,mission
judgment against
betting
visThe bill also declares that as a part $1,000,
received
the
graciously
two
prom WDlcn wm
alleged to be due on
under a part mutual
itors and cheerfully and willingly exof the national memorial to Lincoln issory notes- for $400 and $G00 re- Is
system. The percentage, however,
there may be built a highway from spectlvely, dated May 25, 1908.
to go to the association holding plained many subjects. Later they
Ujj
of
battlefield
to
Gettysthe
were assisted by Governor
Washington
George
the meeting.
burg, Pa., to be known as "the Lin- THOUGHTFUL NUNS
Curry, who for a time had been decoln way." An appropriation of
layed on account of official business.
AVERT A PANIC MUCH RACIAL
is made for a survey of plans and
The reception was one that gave
IS
AROUSED
FEELING
estimates for such highway. greater publicity to the work of the
4.
A panic among
New York, Feb.
800 girls in the convent of the Sisters
more persons Historical Society and without doubt,
Pittsburg, Feb.
LOSES LIFE IN SAWMILL.
of Mercy on Classon avenue, Brook were arrested last night in addition deep Interest was aroused which
will redound to the benefit of the
lyn, was avoided early today when to the 12c persons arrested the night
e
- Society.
ror
4.
While
asFeb.
assembled
were
N.
M.,
of
the
result
as the
quickly
Cloudscroft,
many
they
In addition to the using of the Sooiling an overhead shaft In Carter's prayer on the lower floor and assured g,a Viits on young white girls. All were
rooms for the reception, the
nre
no
from
from
was
here,
miles
is
about
three
ciety
that
there
danger
sawmill,
discharged today. Racial animosity
Walter Elmore caught his clothes in which had broken out in a big factory j evidence throughout the city today. members of the Daughters of the
a cog, the clothes winding themselves building near by. The factory build- Many negroes resent what they term American Revolution, had graciously
thrown open their rooms and were
structure, was dearound the shaft. Elmore was thrown ing, a
police methods, but the
to assist at the
la$50,-00floor
and
loss
being
with terrific force to the
stroyed, the estimated
authorities continue on the alert for themselves on hand
"
':
overcome
"no
reception.
were
firemen
and
to
the
ter died from Injuries received.
drug
Twenty
negroes addicted
The D. A. R.. rooms looked charmby smoke while fighting the flames.
work" habits.
SECRETARY TYPOGRAPHingly, the regular decoration being
ICAL UNION RESIGNS
SOLD LIQUOR ILLEGALLY.
DUM SPIRO SPERO.
supplemented by red, white and blue
Mrs.
Los Angeles, Feb. 4. The condition lights and beautiful flowers.
was
4. A member Qf E
who
4.
W.
Mrs.
Feb.
N.
J.
the
Feb.
Baldwin,
M.,
Gallup,
regent,
Victory,
(Lucky)
chapter
Indianapolis, Ind.;
Welt-me- r.
Bramwood, for many years secretary of the mounted police, G. Fred. Mur reported probably fatally ill at his Prince, the state regent, Mrs.
Mrs. Harroun, Mrs. Harvey, Mrs.
placed underl arrest, ' omQ at Arcadia last night, is said to
and treasurer of the International' ray, has been
..
i
ii
j.i
Mrs. J. E. Wood and others
has
wun
mis
Crichton,
Union,
resigned
morning,
cnargea
somewhat
mioxicaung
retailing
improved
Typographical
owing to 111 health. First Vice Presi- quors contrary to law. A number of Although past eighty years of age, of the Daughters assisted ln receiving:,
dent John W. Hays has been appoint- other charges are pending against Baldwin's recuperative powers are and held a regular levee throughout,
him.
ed to succeed him,
the evening.
atlU vigorous.
D.
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Denver, Colo., Feb.

i
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ur iuo
4.

Weath-

-

Established 1856.

m

ale

eye-sigl-

FOR RENT
brick cottage.

A

six-roo-

O. C. Watson

OF

modern

CHILDREN UNDERWEAR
AT THE FOLLOWING PRICES

& Co.

Eastern Star A meeting of the
Eastern Star will be held this evening

WEEK
ONLY

CFOH THE

STYLES

FIRST CLASSY WORKMANSHIP
AND A LARGE ASSORTMENT TO
SELECT FROM. WILL HE SOLD

PRICES.

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX

Sale

Suits

$27.50
22.00

"
"
"

"

25.00
22.50
20.00

"
"

19.00
17.50

OTHERS MAKES

16.00
14.00
10.00

"
"
"

"
"
"

8.00

Wwry snit will bp pressed before cloHvered,
Come at once and have your nrst cnoice
"PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN
and Jewelry as ow as $10 and a Wfh
Loans are strictly private. Time one month to one year.
Call and see us before borrowing.
reasonable.
diamonds

Win.

i

1200.

Rtt

FAPfl

art

at SALMON Store

NATHAN SALMON.
Phone

Phone 108.

Tb

largest and the only,

SPECIAL

wenek

SPECIAL

ail
0D

Fr

ator in Santa

up-to-d-

101.

iOO Bats

$2.65 pet Box

ALSO Pie Fruit

in

Ar-ceni-

Gal. Cans

JAT REDUCED PRICES

Winter

Grocery Co.

V V Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

CALL

kp

Telephone

No. 40.

SEE FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8!

8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry Silverware,

Deco-

rated

China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

Goods.

S. Spitz

1

111

LXT

1

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

11

M

1

i

1

II

m

essary.
New Time Table On March 1, it is
reported a new time table on the
Santa Fe system will go into effect
which will make many important
changes in time, as several of the passenger and most of the freight trains
are to be routed over the New Mexico
Eastern via Belen in the future.
J. B. Williams, eye-sigspecialist,
222 Garfield avenue.
Weather Report The maximum
temperature yesterday was 50 degrees
at 3:50 p. m. and the minimum was
22 degrees at 2:20 a. m.; the mean
temperature was 36 degrees or G degrees above normal. Relative humidity at 6 a. m., 63 per cent; at 6 p. m.,
45 per cent; relative humidity average, 54 per cent. Lowest temperature
during last night, 25 degrees; temperature at 6 a. m. today, 31 degrees.
Lecture on Dixie Tonight in the
High school auditorium Rev. H. M.
Perkins of Dayton, N. M., will lecture
upon '"Dixie," the land of the midday sun, her form, folks, freaks and
This Is a lecture recital
fashions.
entertaining, instructive and humorous. The entertainment is given under the auspices of the Christian Endeavor Society of the First Presbyter

SYRUP.

COUGHS. COLDS.
THROAT,
L, CROUP, SORE
WHOOPING COUGH AND
ALL PULMONARY DISEASES.
Mrs. J. C. Jenkins, Denver,
"I can't say
Colo., writes;
I

i

..20c.
. ,25c.

..50c.
1.25

to.... 75c,

TOPS

These are Exceptional Bargains

Hore-houn-

Not Last

Will

and

d
enough for Ballard's
Syrup, It has cured
my baby of the croup and my
cliildren of severe Coughs.
I know no better medicine."
25c, 50c and $1.00

Long

:-

-:

B

Mens Outing Flannel Pajamas Reduced to $1.25
off on all Mens Winter Overcoats
3
1--

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.

WE LEAD OTHER FOLLOW

ST. LOUIS. MO.

FOR A. HALF CENTURY THE LEADING DRY GOODS HOl'SE IN THE CITY

Phone 36

P. O Box 219
Soli end Recontrrsened by
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

inn church.
The race questions,
"What Shall We Do with the Negro,
Jap and Chinese?" will be answered
Admission, 35c; children, 25c.
(Continued On Page Eight.)
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riME TABLE ALL LINES

Economy in Fuel

Appearance

Entering and Leaving Santa Fe Com
plied According to Scedule of
Trains Now In Effect.

Cleanliness
There isNothing
So Pleasing
as a
airrf

NEW MEXICO CENTRA..
Southbound, leaves Santa Fe
2:25 p. m.
No. 2. Northbound, arrives in Santa
Fe at 5:20 p. m.

No. 1.

lulw
Heaters

DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
So. 426 Eastbound, leaves Santa Fe

at

Vo. 425

Westbound,
Fe 3:40 p. m.

V

....

Tight

10:45 a. m.

arrives in Santa

ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE.
Lamy Branch.
Depart From Santa Fe Station,
No. 720
... 8:25 a. m.
No. 722
4:20 p. m.
No. 724
7:20 p. m.
Lamy Branch Arrive at Santa Fe
No. 721
11:10 a. m.
No. 723
6:50 p. m.
No. 725
10:55 p. m.
No. 720 connects with No. 10 and 2,
east, and No. 3, Limited, west, at
Lamy.
No. 722 connects with No. 1, west, at
Lamy.
No. 7 carries El Paso sleeper.
No. 724 connects with Nos, 7 and
westbound, and Nos. 4 and 8, east
bound.
Main Line Via Lamy.
No. 7 will stop at all stations. Lamy
to Albuquerque to discharge passengers from Santa Fe.
No. 721 leaves Lamy at 10:10 a. m.,
and will not wait for No. 2 from the
west at Lamy, waiting only for No.
10 from the south, and No. 3 from

4'

30?

NEVER GO OUT

THEY

COLES

THE ORIGINAL

Dowrdraft
Air Tight

and only Absolutely

COLES
Magazine for
Hard Cold

Air Tight

The above cuts represent the nearest aproach
to modern heating of anything ever placed on the
market in the way of stoves. We were fortunate
in securing the agency for this line and respect'
fully invite inspection of same. Owing to the fact
of having purchased heavily. We are in position
to make exceedingly low prices.

Phone
No 14

HARDWARE CO.

Jr

the east
The New Mexican Printing company has on hand a large supply of
pads and tablets suitable for school
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
and merchants;
good everywhere.
We will sell them at 5 cents in book
form.

&

when a man buys Feed and finds
it is of an inferior quality, He
does not feel like buying it at the
same place again. We keep our
customers because they know
they can always rely upon getting

the best and purest Horse Feed
that can be purchased hereabout
The best Oats and Corn and the
kind that fatten and strengthens
the animals, and keeps then in

FRESH EGGS
CREAM

It Goes Against the Grain

MILK

good condition.

Telephone No 140 Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

Sole Aqrmicv For
.
INTERNATIONAL STOOK'FOOD
Wholesale and Retail Dealers In

SiEDS I

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POTATOES, SALT

LARGE QUANTITIES

and small quantities at prices
that make it worth youi while to

The only exclusive grain house

purchase all.

LUMBER

DIAMONDS

of us.

Farming Timbers, Siding
Joist Shingles afld every requisite of the modern Builder. Give
us a trial order and we will feel
sure of a continuance of your
patronage.

H

In

f

Santa Fe N. M.

FO IILI4JV1.
HFPCB

VOWT?

JO.3.fCtT3XX

RIGHT PRICES
RIGHT GOOCL
RIGHT 8EKVK.6

SJEWELERY--

C W. Dtidfow

WATCHES

o

MEXICAN FILIGREE

Eyes Tested and:

Fitted

By

Up-t-c.

Date Methock.

CUT GIA83, CHINA AND SIVERWAfll.
Street, Santa Fe, N. M.

141 Han Franoiaco

PRESCRIPTION

i

A PRESCRIPTION FILLED AT ZOOK'S
PHARMACY IS DONE SO WITH SKILL

1

EACH INGREDIENT
TERING INTO A PRESCRIPTION
OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

NO. 213.

AND CARE.

Reduced to .. ..5c.
..10c.
..15c

..25c.
..35c.
it
..40c.
ii
ii
..50c.
ii
it
..65c.
from $1.50 and
Reduced
Cluett Shirts
it

Pleasant to take, rapid results.
Contains nothing injurious.

Gal-Una-

Sale

Suits

18.50
16.00
12.50
10.00

HOREHOUND

..20c.

1 1

wont cry if
you sfive Him

Ord-Tim-

AT THE FOLLOWING REDUCED

Regular Price

Baby

in Masonic

Hall.
Trains Late Santa Fe trains both
from the East and the West were several hours late yesterday and today.
Guild Meeting The Guild of the
Church of the Holy Faith will meet
at the home of Mrs, S. G. Cartwright
on Friday afternon at 2:30.
No More Quail The quail season
closed Sunday and nimrods are warned against hunting these birds until
the season opens again In the fall.
Dies Jose Manuel
Aged
Garcia, aged seventy-fiv- e
years, and
blind for many years, died at Wagon
Mound, Mora county, on Tuesday.
I. O. O. F.
Tonight Santa Fe lodge,
No. 2, I. O. O. F., wiH hold its regular meeting tonight in Odd Fellows'
hall, on lower San Francisco street.
Woman's Aid Meets The Woman's
Aid 'Society of the Presbyterian
church will meet tomorrow afternoon
at 2:30 o'clock, with Miss Bolander.
Marriage License at Las Vegas A
Marriage license have been issued at
Las Vegas to Adolfo Maes of Las
and Flora Solano of Los Vigileu.
Wants to Be Mounted Police Rafael Lucero of Tecolotito, San Miguel
county, is a candidate for a position
on the territorial mounted police
force.
Praise
Symphony Concert Press
comments of a very flattering nature
are being received daily by the local
lodge of Elks, praising the Schubert
Symphony company's concert.
Reserved Seat Sale Monday The
reserved seat sale for the Schubert
Symphony concert will open on Monday, February 8. It will be well to
get your seats early, as the seating
capacity of the house is limited.
A Musical Treat A rare treat is in
store for music lovers of Santa Fe.
The Schubert Symphony club will appear at the court house on February
12th under the auspices of the local
lodge of Elks.
Pension Day Today is pension day,
that is the day when pensioners get
their vouchers sworn to before a notary public or some other official in
preparation for receiving ther quarterly amount from Uncle Sam.
District Attorneys to Meet Governor George Curry purposes to call a
meeting of the first dstrct attorneys
of the territory in this city soon after
the close of the legislature for the
purpose of mutual assistance.
Mail Carrying Proposals
The second assistant postmaster general has
asked for proposals for the carrying
of the mails from Las Vegas to El
Porvenir, eighteen miles, three times a
o
week. The present contractor is
C. de Baca.
Gets Sixty Days In the court of
justice of the peace, Ricardo Alarld,
a sentence of sixty days in jail was
imposed upon Amado Arias, charged
with assaulting Ignacio Sena.
In the same court, Maria Gonzales
was placed under a $200 bond to keep
the peace.
Santa Fe's Future Tomorrow night
there will be an important meeting of
the Santa Fe Board of Trade. Among
other features Colonel Jose D. Sena,
mayor of the city, will make an ad
dress on the future of Santa Fe and
the improvements that are most nec-

Co.

WE ARE CLOSING OUT ODD LOTS

222 Garfield avenue.

0FL'MEN'S SUITS

$3250

Incorporated 1903

(eligman Bros,

X

er forecast for New Mexico: S
S Partly cloudy tonight with snow &
in northern portion. Friday fair
V in southern portion, clearing In
X northern portion and colder.
V S
K
X X
J. 13. Williams,
specialist,

asm
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Zodk's Pharmacy PHONE.
NO. 213.
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NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.
Not Coal Land.
Serial No. 07842.
Department of the Interior. '
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Dec. 29, 190S.
"Notice is bcyeby given that Antonlc
Jose Mares, of Cerrillos, New Mex.,
who, on Sept. 17, 190(1, made Homestead entry Serial No. 07842, No. 10047,
NE
for SE
SV
NV
Lots
Section
18, Township 14
North,
Range 9 East, New Mexico
Prln. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final
Proof, to
fstau.
Jalm to the land above de
scribed, before Register and Receiver,
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, on the 11th day of March,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Not Coal Land Forest Reserve,
Serial No. 03537.
,
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 12, 190S,
Notice is hereby given that Casl'
miro Ortiz, of Rowe, N. M., who, on
April 9, 1903, made Homestead Entry
No. 74S3, for Serial No. 03537, SE
Section 13, Township 16 N, Range 13
E, New Mexico P. M has filed notice
of intention to make final
proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before the register and receiver of the U. S. Land Office at
Santa Fe, N. MV,'on March 11, 1909.

4

4

Claimant

names

as

Register.

Money By Buying Chamber
Iain's Cough Remedy.
You will pay just as much for a bot
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
tle of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
Not Coal Land.
as for any of the other cough medl
Serial No. 08030.
cines, but you save money in buying
it. The saving is in what you get,
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office,
not what you pay. The
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 20, 1909.
quality is in every bottle of this
Notice Is hereby given that Paz remedy, and you get good results
Roybal of Nambe, N. M., who, on De- when you take it. Neglected colds ofcember 10, 1906. made Homestead en- ten develop serious conditions, and
7
No.
08030
No.
when you buy a cough medicine you
try Serial
4
for ' W
want to be Bure you are getting one
of
NE
nd S
of NW
of Sec- that will cure "your cold. Chambertion 23, Township 19 N., Range 10 E., lain's Cough Remedy always cures.
N. M., P. M., has filed notice of in- Price 25 and 50 cents a bottle. For
r
tention to make final
proof, sale by all druggists.
to establish claim to the land above
The Normandie Hotel, Santa Fe'
described, before the register and receiver of the United States land of- popular $1.50 a day hotel, is now un
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 11th der the management of Hugh F. Du
Val. Extensive improvements are be
day of March, 1909.
Claimant tames" as witnesses: Ra- ins made, the cuisine materially imfael Montoya, Anacleto
Contreras, proved and the new landlord propose,
Martin Gonzales and Vincente Jim- to make the Normandie the best mod
enez, all of Santa Fe, N. M.
erate priced hotel 'n the territory
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Give this hotel a try.
10,-361--

4

five-yea-

Register.
blanks both English
Spanish for sale by the New
ican Printing company.
Legal

mmi'ii

in

If you would have a safe, yet certain
Cough
Remedy in the home, try Dr.
and
Shoop's at least once. It is thor
Mexoughly unlike any other Cough prepa
ration. Its taste will be entirely new
to you unless it is already your fa
No opium,
vorite Cough Remedy.
chloroform, or any other stupifying
The tender
ingredints are used.
leaves of a harmless,
mountainous
shrub, give to Dr.
Shoop's Cough Remedy its wonderful
curative properties. It is truly a
most certain and trustworthy prescription. Sold by Stripling, Burrows
lung-healin-

g

& Co.

It is an admitted fact that real estate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and best results are
obtained by advertising in the New

Mexican.

Pneumonia Follows La Grippe.
Pneumonia often follows la grippe
but never follows the use of Foley's
Honey and Tar, for la grippe coughs
and deep seated colds. Refuse any
but the genuine in the yellow package. Sold by all druggists.

ma

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE
OF

AGRICULTURE AND A1ECHANIC ARTS
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX

fjlU

lu"College courses are offered

in

Agriculture, io.Mechanical

Electrical

Engineering and in Household Eco
nomics.' Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and
Agricul
ture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
course. Expenses are low "and. there are
many opportunities
for self support.

For Catalogue and further information, address the President.

W. E.

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N. Mex.

CORRICK CARRIAGE

lue

Haels

CO.

bin

120 San Francisco St.
Call up 132 Black for Carriages,

GREAT SLAUGHTER
FROM
NOW

UNTIL
CLOSE
OUT

EVERYTHING

'

IN THE LINE OF WINTER GOODS

SUCH AS

Ladle's Cloaks, and
Skirts, Men's Youths
and Boys Salts etc.
WILL BE

SOLD BELOW COST

ADOLF SELIGMAN

rais

Chairmen of Board
of County Commissioners Do
Good Work
OF VALUES ADOPTED

Endorse Plan of Using Con
vict Labor and Good Roads
Idea Final Adjourn
ment Follows.
The convention of chairmen of the
boards of county commissioners
of
the territory adjourned at 5:15 yester
The resolution com
day afternoon.
mittee appointed at the morning ses
sion to report at 2 o'clock found that
it was impossible to prepare the re- rort before 4:30 when t'ic convention
was called to order.
AV. M. Atkinson,
chairman of the
committee, presented the report which
was read by C. V. Safford, the secre
tary, and was duly adopted by a
unanimous vote.
The Report.
Mr.

Chairman:

We, your committee on resolutions,
would respectfully report that we
have given the matters' under discussion at the morning session full consideration at our committee meeting,
and would respectfully submit
for
your consideration the fo''owing reso- utions.
Good Roads.
We listened with intense Interest
lo the explanation of the Good Roads
legislation recommended to the legis
lature by. Governor Curry, and discussed and exDlained by him before
the members of this meeting. We also
had before us for consideration a
rough draft of the proposed bill, and
being heartily in favor of same would
submit the following:
Resolutions.
Resolved, That we, the chairman
of the board of county commissioners
of the several counties of the terri
do
tory, in convention assembled,
heartily approve the proposed Good
Roads legislation to be presented to
the Thirty-eight- h
legislative assembly
now in session, for its favorable ac-- j
tion and consideration.
We heartily endorse the creation of
a commission, as provided in said bill,
the working of territorial convicts
upon public roads in the several counties of the territory, the supervision
of the location and construction of
bridges by the territoria. engineer.and
the levying of a small territorial tax
the proceeds of which to be 'Ufd in
conjunction with county levies that
may be made for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of the now proposed legislation. Resolved, further,
that we respectfully recommend to
terthe members of the Thirty-eight- h
ritorial legislature, amendments as
follows to the bill in Its present

shape:

school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
for practical life under modern conditions.
Complete

Civil and

PASS EFFECTIVE

witnesses

Claimant names as witnesses:
Frank Archibeque,
Felipe Mares,
Juan Padillo, all of Cerrillos, N. M.;
Cristobal Anaya. of Galistio, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register. Save

2

Boards

Manuel Quintana, Jesus Gutierrez,
Andrea Bowers and Justo Ruiz, all of
SCALE
Rowe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

19(19.

1-- 2

PACE THRES
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PLEASE
CALL

County Convicts to Work.
That counties wherein improvements of this character may be
hereafter be made by the use of convict labor, that Boards of County
Commissioners of such counties m'ay
turn over to thos-- in charge of such
territorial convicts, any county con
victs who may be confined in - such
counties at the time, to be employed
and worked on such improvements
the same as such territorial convicts.
Second. That the territorial engineer be given the power to appoint in
any of the several counties, a resident
engineer in whom he has confidence,
to perform the services at no additional expense to the commission, the
duties imposed" by the proposed act
on the territorial
engineer.
'
Third. That in addition to the prothe
visions of law now governing
levying by Boards of County Commissioners, of taxes for the construction
of bridges and the improvement of
roads in their jespective counties,
further power be given to the voters
of rfny precinct, the power to vote an
additional levy, for the purposes mentioned, the proceeds of which, when
collected to be expended in the pre
cinct voting such special tax, in no
event to exceed five mills on the dollar on the property valuation in the
district levying same. Said special
tax to be expended by a commission
appointed by the Board of County
Commissioners consisting of three citizens of the district voting said special

First.

of County Commissioners

of

I

the several counties of the territory,
hereby ai,rree as a basis of assessment
that in each of our respective coun

E5E3SE2

New Mexico Military Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
ties, we will be guided and governed
"The Wet Point of the Southwest."
by the scale of values as fixed by the
Ariuv Officers Detailed by War Department,
territorial board of equalization at it
Armv
J DOS),
Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
That such
January,
meeting.
"A."
bcale of valuations are, in our opinion,
considered as minimum values, and
Through Academic course, preparing young
that where conditions ia counties
men for college or for business life. Great
warrant, values may be increased at
a. neurit of open air work. Healthlets location
the discretion of the taxing authoriof any Military School In the Union. Located
ties. That, the values on other classes
n thrt beautiful I'ecos Valley
the garden
of property not enumerated by the
of the West at an elevation of 3,700
spot
board, and the value of which are govfflet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
erned by local conditions, be assessed
little
ralu or snow during session.
the same as other property.
Officers and Instructors, all graduEleven
We recommend to the legislative asfrnm
ate
stardard eastern colleges. Ten
sembly that Section 4, Chapter 22,
Laws of 1S99, be amended so that the
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern In all respects.
owner or owners of real estate where
the acreage exceeds one thousand
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
acres, in a contiguous body, shall file
O, Hamilton, Vice President; J, Phelps White,
with their tax schedules a plat of such
Treasurer; V. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
tract of laud, showing the different
A Fllyan
classes of land as required in said secFor particulars aiH Illustrated catalogue
tion, and that on the failure of such
address.
owner or owners so to do, the Boards
COL. JAS. W. WILl.lON,
of County Commissioners be authorSuperintendent
ized to procure such plats, and that
the cost of same be added to the taxes '
assessed, and extended on the tax
roll and collected as other taxes and
penalties are collected.
We further recommend to the legis
loest alkalln Hot Springs In the worls.
lative assembly that the law requiring These celebrated Hot Springs areCliff
The efficiency of these waters has
cated in the midst of the Ancient
county assessors to make up the tax
milec west of been thoroughly tested by the mlrao-ulou- s
twenty-fiv- e
Dwellings,
roll in triplicate, to be amended to
cures attested to In the followTaos, and fifty miles north of Santa
require but two tax rolls, one for the Fa, and "about twelve miles from Bar-anc- ing diseases:. Paralysis, Rheumatism
use of the county treasurer and the
8tation, on the Denver and Rio Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright' Disease
other filed in the office of the travel
Qrands
Railroad, from which point a of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercuring auditor of the territory.
line of stags runs to the springs. ial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La
daily
Schedule of Values.
The temperature of these waters. !s Grippe, all Female Complaints, etc
Resolved, further, That the Boards from 90 to 12?.
degrees. The gases are Uoard, lodging and bathing $2.50 per
of County Commissiners of the respec sarbonlc. Altitude
6,000 feet. Climate day; $15 per week; $50 per month.
tive counties meet in special session
and delightful the entire year Stage meets Denver trains and walls
ery
dry
on or about the first of March, 1909, round.
Thar Is now t commodious ho- for SanU Fe 'rain upon request. This
together with the several assessors tel for the convenlenco of Invalids and resort is attractive at all seasons and
and make a schedule of values based tourlats.
People suffering from Con- Is open all winter. Passengers for Ojs
on the values as fixed by the territorcancer, and other contagi- Caliente can leave 8anta Fe at 9 a. m.
sumption,
ial board of equalization as the vali I s ous
ars not accepted. These and reach Ojo Caliente at 4 p. m., thr
diseases,
for taxable purposes for the year 1909 waters contain 1,628.24
grains of alka- same day. For further particulars af
and that all property in the respec- line salts to the
gallon, being the rich dress:
tive counties be assessed according

I

0J0 CAUEJUTE IjQT SPRINGS.
o

ANTONIO JOSEPH. Proorietor.
Olo"a"n1. To Conntv. W. M

thereto.
ResolveJ, further, That we extend
our thanks to Governor Curry for his
assistance extended to us during our
deliberations, and that we are in
hearty accord with his recommendations in his efforts on behalf of the
people of the territory to secure equitable assessments. We also extend our
thanks to the Board of County Commissioners of the county of Santa Fe
who have put at our disposal the courj;
house during our deliberations, in
which we have held meetings, and
to our efficient traveling auditor,
V. Safford, for his untiring efforts
to assist us in our deliberations and
as secretary of our convention.
We also desire to extend thanks to
our chairman, I. Sparks, for his assist
ance, and also to C. S. Pedregron for
his services as interpreter.
Respectfully submittel,
V. M. ATKINSON,
Chaves County.
M. M. KILLINGER,
Luna County.
JOSE AMADO LUCERO,
Representative for Rio Arriba County.
C. V. HARRIS.
Roosevelt County.
E. N. BURCH,
Colfax County.
followed after
A short discussion
was
tai.en.
which adjournment

Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express Forwarders
TO

All

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable v Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aoent
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE

Threatening feverishness witn cnudren is quickly and safely calmed Dy
Preventics. These little Candy Cold
Cure Tablets should always be at
hand for promptness is
Preventics contain no quinine, nothing
harsh or sickening. They are indeed,
"the stitch in time." Carried in
are a
pocket, or purse, Preventics
genuine safeguard against coias.
Sold by Stripling, Burrows & Co.

Has been established eighteen years. It has seven
buildings, including two dormitories one for men and
one for women.
It has a faculty of sixteen instructors, especially educated and trained for their respective departments. Its students are yearly increasing
--

in

WANT RELEASE OF
MEXICAN PRISONERS

numbers.

College of Letters and
Sciences, Engineering,
Education, Preparatory
Commercial.

VE SCHOOLS

Christ-

Chicago, Feb. 4. Now that
Politiian Rudovz has been .freed, the
undertaken
has
cal Refugee League
the task of rescuing from prison five
at
Mexicans, four of "whom are held
Los Angeles and the other at Fort
Leavenworth, Kan., on order of President Diaz. It is alleged that the Mexicans are being held as prisoners because they published in this country
newspapers in which were printed the
propaganjdi of the Mexican liberal

ROOM AND BOARD AT THE

UNIVERSITY

at reasonable ratesi
Address President W. G. TIGHT,

I

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

party.
Hoarse coughs and stuffy colds that
may develop into pneumonia over
night are quickly cured by Foley's
Honey and Tar, and it soothes inflam
ed membranes, heals the lungs, and
expels the cold from the system. Sold
by all druggists.
TRACKS ENEMY AND KILLS HIM

Denver, Feb. 4. Carrying out his
alleged intention of killT his en'
t&X.
emy, John C. Cradlebaugh shot and
Resolved, further, That we urge probably fatally wounded .Frederick
Thirty-eteht- h !
Walton at noon yesterday. Both men
upon the members of the
represent
are of Wallace, Idaho. The shooting
legislative assembly
to secure occurred at Sixteenth and Champa
ing our respective districts,
the passage of the act in question streets, in the heart of the business
conwith the amendments as herein
section and was witnessed by tun-dred- s
tained.
of people who were watching an
Forest Rental Disposition.
automobile parade at the time. It Is
to
Resolved, That we recommend
said that Cradlebaugh followed his
Thirty-eightthe
of
victim to Denver for the purpose of
the members
making
when
trouble Is the alassembly,
him.
legislative
the killingcause. Family
disposition by legislative act of
leged
funds above mentioned, that same be
distributed as follows: Sixty per cent
For That Terrible Itching.
to the road and bridge fund and 40
Eczema, tetter and salt rheum keep
fund of their victims In
torment.
per cent to the general school
perpetual
such The
to
receive
entitled
the counties
application of Chamberlain's
..
Salve will Instantly allay this Itching,
moneys.
Assessment for Taxation.
and many cases have been cured by
Resolved, That we, chairmen of the Its use. For sale by all druggists.

A. W. Hpiegolberg- 627 wan

Francises CtreA

Indian bru jOeiloao Wares

ana

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather andLlnen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems
OUR MOTTO: T Havt the Bct of Everything In Our

Gurios
Lin.

DUDROW & fflONTENE
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
AND

h

.

AND
CONVINCE
YOURSELF

DRY GOODS CO.

EMBALMERS

Black and White Hearse.
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING
106

Palace Avenue. Elks' Hall.

Telephone

142.

Night

152
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of Mines which, from present indication?, will be established by Congress
sooner or later. But the principal
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
disadvantages will not be overcome
until a more or less complete revision
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
FRANK P. STURGES,
of the mining laws is effected, and it
Editor and President.
is to bo hoped that the Mining ConJOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasurer- .
gress will be successful in arousing
Entered as Scccmd Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoflicj.
a sufficiently forceful sentiment
u
this question that the Congress of tl:o
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
13.75 United
Daily, six montus, by mall
States cannot fail to hear and
f .20
Dally, per week, by carrier
2.00 act. Committees of 'experts are now
per
Weekly,
year
75
Daily, per month, by carrier
1.00 making an exhaustive study of the
65 Weekly, six months
Jaily, per month, by mall
CO
75 question which will be one of the fori
7.
Weekly, per quarter
Dally, per year, by mail
most to be considered at the session
the Mining Congress to be held this
of
OFFICIAL PAPER O! SANTA FE COUNTY.
year.
It is a wise move on the part of the
The New Mexican Is th3 oldest newspaper In New Mexico. It is cent to
Mining
Congress to have this matter
very postolflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
discussed by real mining
thoroughly
Among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
men and a plan of action decided upoa
before the lawmakers at Washington,
many of whom have never seen a
mine, commence legislating for an in- with which they are but little
; tlustry
;
and the peculiar needs of
acquainted,
we sing its praises in those words of
THE FAIR LAND.
do not know.
which
they
There is something in the a!r and the poet:
This movement is quite extensive
the skies of the Sunshine Territory "You ask what land I love
and
thousands of the most prominent
the best?
and respective mining men of Amerthat inspires patriotism unci loyalty.
New Mexico, New Mexico.
ica will participate. The officers of
After the first shock of the change The fairest land of all the West,
the Mining Congress have every reaNew
nov-eMexico.
!
Mexico, New
from conditions In the east to the
son to believe that the next few years
See yonder Rio Grande's stream,
surroundings and life of the South- Whose
will see the mining statutes taken out
rolling waters brightly gleam;
of their present chaotic condition and
west, the newcomer, Invariably, be- Oh! fair it is as
poet's dream,
a uniform system of laws evolved
comes a stanch defender of Xew MexNew Mexico, New Mexico.
which will give the miner a consistent
not
if
at
least
then
of
its people,
ico,
measure of relief from his present nuof its natural aspects. This love of the "Alfalfa hills and Kaffir corn,
merous
difficulties.
New Mexico, New Mexico.
land, at first repellant to the newWhere plenty fills here golden horn,
GREATER SANTA FE.
comer, becomes passionate, after the
New Mexico, New Mexico.
newcomer has lived here a number of Se how her lefty mountains rise
In the interest manifested in the
years and then returns to the old 'Gainst yonder sunset's varied dyes, legislature, and the statehood movement in Congress, the legislative rephome or goes to other parts of the They rival all Italian skies,
resentatives from Santa Fe should not
New Mexico, New Mexico.
country. A defense of Xew Mexico's
forget the desirability of incorporatfair name Is, therefore, often met "Thy plains with flocks and herds are ing a greater Santa Fe in time for the
with in print in unexpected p'aces. In
lu xt census.
By making the city
filled,
boundaries identical with the lines of
New Mexico, New Mexico.
the Home Mission Monthly of the
the Santa Fe grant, the assessment of
valleys fertile as ever tilled,
Presbyterian church, of recent date, Is Thy New
the city would be raised to a million
Mexico, New Mexico.
found, for instance, a symposium on Great orchards stretch o'erflowing or more dollars, giving it a more adeNew Mexico Missions of the church.
hands,
quate income for municipal purposes
As these good people deem it neces- With fruit as fair as
and improvements and at the same
any land's,
sary to send missionaries and estab- The Father's loving gift to man,
time the population would reach the
lish schools in New Mexico, it would
New Mexico, New Mexico.
10,000 mark when the census of 1910
he surmised, that every effort would
is taken. Santa Fe does not get a
be made by the Monthly to make it ap"Thy matchless clime is Nature's best square deal from the census taker,
pear that New Mexico is a
i anyway,
New Mexico, New Mexico.
for the pupils of its many
land, where missionary effort is Thy fragrant air with healing blest,
schools, such as St. Michael's College,
especially necessary, even though in
New Mexico, New Mexico.
Loretto Academy, the Presbyterian
Chicago and New York, may be found We search for beauty earth around,
Mission Schools, the United States
ten times as many churchless people Thy scenes more fair than all are and St. Catherine's Indian Schools, as
as in New Mexico. But nothing of the
well as the inmates of its many instifound;
kind. Each of the missionaries and Then
tutions such as the Deaf and Dumb
thy loudest praises sound,
teachers in New Mexico writes kindly
New Mexico, New Mexico.
Asylum, Saint Vincent's Hospital,
of the Territory, its people and the
Saint. Vincent's Orphans' Home and
little places where they are stationed, "Thy lavish hand doth
with- the Penitentiary, as well as the many
naught
he it Costilla in the north, far from
healthseekers claiming residence elsehold,
the railroad, or Pajarito on the south,
New Mexico, New Mexico;
where, are not credited to Santa Fe,
not far from the city of Albuquerque, Thy mines have treasures vast untold, but are in, most instances enumeratwith its many churches and modern
New Mexico, New Mexico.
ed at their former homes. It is quite
city life. Schools of the church are Thy sons most loyally combine
important that New Mexico at the
located at Tierra Amarilla, Costilla, To claim thy place with states in line; next census will show at least four
Raton, Arroyo Hondo, El Prado, Taos, Oh happy land, Oh land of mine!
or five towns having 10,000 or more
Ranchito, Ranchos de Taos, Ocate,
New Mexico, New Mexico.
people and therefore, Santa Fe should
Las Truchas,
Penasco, Embudo,
not be . alone in expanding its city
Chimayo, Las Ve- NEED A NEW CODE OF MINING limits so as to include suburban tracts,
Negra,
Agua
gas, Santa Fe, Albuquerque and El
LAWS.
but the Las Vegas towns should conRito. Without discussing the religious
Since the decline of gold and silver solidate, Albuquerque should take in
aspect of the work, these schools, as mining in the
territory, which is only Old Albuquerque and Roswell and
any modern school Is bound to do, ara temporary, very little attention has Raton should annex the residents who
accomplishing good work for the peo- been
limits.
paid by the legislatures to the live outside the present city
ple, especially of the rural districts,
while
specific legislation
for the miners have Therefore,
where necessarily the public schools mining industry,
in each case might be desirable, it
no
or
maintained
reprelobby
special
are limited in their curriculum and
at the Capital during the would be also advisable to cover the
have only brief annual sessions. Pru- sentatives
few legislative sessions.
Still, present need by a general law, but
dence M. Clark, one of the teachers, past
more practical than the present statMexthe
interests of the New
writes, for instance, under the title, ico mining to the
annexation of outlying muowing
expansion in coal ute for the
"The Fair Land:"
No matter, what
districts.
mining, and the increase in the output nicipal
"One morning this summer, while at of
towns may desire or do, Santa
other
of
are
zinc
and
cement,
copper,
home on my vacation, I heard voices
greater importance than ever Fe should take the necessary steps
vastly
A
room.
on the porch below my
before. A number of the provisions for a greater cty, a larger populaton
friend who had been away for some of the present code of mining lands and a better assessment.
time in California and other parts of are obsolete, others are contradictory
the west was telling of his experiences or not sufficiently specific, and there AFTER FAKE MINING PROMOTERS
and travels. I couM not leave my is need of a new code, carefully
The bill introduced by
work at once and paid little attention drafted by men conversant with the L. Bradford Prince in the Council this
to the conversation till I heard him
mining industry and its present day week, which provides for the punishsay, 'Of all the places I have seen, New needs, as well as with current statute ment of those making false and exagMexico Is positively the most worthlaw.
gerated statements to induce people
less. It is nothing but a great desert'
to invest in mining and other stocks
America
are
all
men
over
Mining
wild-ca- t
"Knowing my interest in New Mex- each
promoters, is a
year becoming more strongly floated bydrawn
ico you may he sure that I was arouswhich has been
act,
carefully
with the fact that the mined in a moment and felt like going impressed
scanned
legal talent and
by
closely
are
States
the
laws
United
of
down to defend the dear old territory. ing
has met with the approval of mining
badly in need of revision; and if all
"This friend had passed through the laws affecting mining were re- men as expressed through the NaNew Mexico late in the autumn and vised in accordance with some idea of tional Mining Congress. It is at times
s
had taken no
by the way. uniformity and system, the men en- difficult to draw the line between leclaims made for promising
I could understand how with such an
gaged in this1 occupation would find gitimate
and the false statements of
made
not
properties
only,
having
acquaintance
fewer obstacles confronting them, and
any study of the territory, he might fewer inducements to the litigation enormous values by swtfndtera ,&o
some latitude must be allowed for
get such an impression.
which seems to be a costly and exas- that
"New Mexico is a large territory, perating factor of great frequency in the enthusiasm of the optimist and
the flowery language of the advertisthere being only three of the states mining.
ing agent, but the unwarranted false
as
larger. It is nearly twice as large
While it Is true that in many min- statements of the professional proNew England.
ing localities, problems of purely lo- moter whose intent is not to develop
"New Mexico has a diversity of soil cal Import arise, which could be best
mining property hut merely to
and climate. It has varied resources remedied by local attention, at the good
fleece the unwary investor, should be
and industries. It has diffeernt kinds same time suitable changes in existing punished. Incalculable harm has been
of communities and classes of peo federal laws1, and the adoption of a
done the mining industry by wildple and many interesting places. few additional ones demanded by the cat schemes widely exploited and conThere are American towns and settle- wisdom born of experience, would set- siderable of the backwardness of the
ments, mining and lumber camps; tle many of the vexing questions with mining
in New Mexico is due
native Mexican plazas, Indian reser- which the miner now has to contend. to the industry of securing the means
difficulty
vations and pueblos; buried Indian
Few mining men, outside of those to develop good prospects on account
villages and even ancient cliff dwell- who have made a careful study of thb o'f the timidity of capital, which
ings. It has beautiful scenery and question, are very fully aware of the though abundant, has been frightened
many wonderful natural features, rich number and magnitude of the difflcul-tie- j by the fiasco of wild-ca- t
propositions,
which heset the miner on many No legitimate prospector or promoter
valleys, spreading plains, lonely Aeserts, lofty mesas and its grand old sides. At several sessions of the will be hurt by the passage of this act
mountains. In many places these have American Mining Congress frequent On the other hand, he will be helped",
a wealth of forest and pasture land discussions were indulged in by prom- for the enforcement of its provisions
upon their slopes and untold stores inent mining men respecting the gen- will restore confidence. Even though
their eral revision of the federal mining
within
of hidden treasures
the Territory does not place it on
depths. Then there is the beautiful laws, and it has come to he an almost the statute books, the Federal authorand wonderful everywhere among the universal demand that the Congress ities are
putting a decided crimp into
mountains the lake, the river, the of the United States give more atten- the
and schemes of the unprinplans
Bpring, the waterfall, the erosion or tion to the important industry of min- cipled promoters who sell worthless
castle work, the precipice, the gorge, ing. What the miner wants is a reastocks to the unwary public.
the canyon, and even the extinct vol- sonably full value for his ore from the mining
canoes.
smelter that treats it; a reasonably
Petition No. 18, protesting against
"New Mexico cannot be understood fair rate from the railroad which any division of the county of Rooseand fuully appreciated in a day or transport it; the assurance that title velt was presented in the Council yeseven in a year. Disadvantages it may to his property after patent is secure; terday by Councilman
McBee. A
have, as do most places, but it should a full measure of assistance from the goodly number of Roosevelt county
certainly have a place of esteem in government in experimental and re- people, evidently, believe in letting the
our land, with its delightful, health- search work; the right to use freely, county lines alone and permitting
its many resources
ful c!lmat
but wisely, of the timber of forest re- Roosevelt to become 'the most populdftvIoted and still to be devel- - serves ; appropriate action, drastic if ous and richest of New Mexico coun"
ties by the time the census is taken.
necessary, to lessen
Suine measure of relief will un- But then the people of Clovis, of Tal- "Ifi. haa a large place in the hearts
trf'm&ny who live here. In our schools doubtedly be afforded by the Bureau ban, of La Lande and nearby country

'
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also are American
citizens with a
Many Sleepless Nights, Owing to a
right of petition and the privilege to
Persistent Cough. Relief Found
demand a courteous hearing from the
at Last.
law makers, in their plea for new
"For
counties and splitting up of the older has beenseveral winters past my .wife
troubled with a most persistcounties for that purpose.
ent and disagreeable cough, which invariably extended over a period of
several weeks and caused her many
slepless nights,' writes Will J. Hay-needitor of the Burley, Colo., Bulletin. "Various remedies were tried
.
ATTORNEYS
each year, with no beneficial results.
In November last the cough again put
www w w
rvTfvvfyvwfff in an appearance and my wife, acting
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
on the suggestion of a friend, pur.
Attorney-at-Lawchased a bottle of Chamberlain's
Santa Fe - - New Mexico Cough Remedy. The resul was indeed
marvelous.
After three doses the
EDWARD C. WADE,
cough entirely disappeared and has
.
Attorney-at-LawPractices in the Supreme and Dis- not manifested itself since." This
trict Courts of the Territory, in the remedy Is for sale by all druggists.
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
The New Mexican rrutr&g company
Surveyor General and U. S. Land Is
prepared to furnish cards de vlte
Offices.
or
ladles and for gentlemen on short
Las Cruces
New Mexico
ftotloe In first class style at reasonable
E. C. ABBOTT,
or printed.
irices, either engraved
.
Attorney-at-LawCall at the New Mexican Printlngcom- Practice in the District and Supreme Courts. Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
Santa Fe
New Mexico

Professional Cardi

stop-over-

I

"wild-cattlng.-

The New Mexican Printing company hab prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of Justices of the ps ce. They are especially ruled, with jrlnted headings, in
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and durably bound, with leather iack and
covers and canvas sides, hail full
index in front and the rees of Justrcs
of the peace and constables printed
in full on the first page. The pages
inches. These hooks are
are 10
made up in civil and criminal dockets,,
separate of 32 pages each, or with-botcivil and criminal bound in one'
.
book, 80 pages civil and 320
To introduce them they
at the following prices
$2.73
Civil or Criminal
Combined Civil and Criminal .. 4.00'
For 45 cents additional for a single
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mall or prepaid express. Cash in
full must accompany
order. State
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading is wanted.
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District Attorney Ninth District.
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New Mexico
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Attorneys-at-Law-
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Practices in all the District Courts
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GEORGE B. BARBER,
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Practices in the District Court and
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
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STOCK MUST UK SOLD

Harold Greeu, land examiner on the
MISS A, MQGLEK.
Pecos national forest, is In AlbuquerSoutheast
corner Plaza.
que for a few days.
Jose V. Gutierrez, wife and child
have returned from a two mouths' ment, 91;
appropriation for mainten-jance- ,
stay at Tierra Amarilla.
$22,500; bond issue, $30,000,
Jose L. Lopez returned
Xew Mexico Normal University at
yesterday from a visit with relatives Las Vegas: Enrollment statistics1 on
and friends at Las Vegas.
December 1, 1D0S, not yet available;
Mrs. Carl A. Dalies of Willard, a
bond issue.
$10,000;
npl'i'oi'.'.'iiUinu,
frequent visitor in Santa Fe, is in
$10,000.
on a shopping visit.
Hon. W. D. Murray, banker at Silver City, was an arrival in Santa Fe DENIES HEARST
INSPIRED SUITS
yesterday on legislative business.
Captain R. A. Ford returned to Silver City last night. He will return
St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 4. M. L. Matt,
to Santa Fo next Sunday and bring attorney for the Creek Nation, assertalong Mrs. Ford.
ed today that he land fraud investiHarold Greene, land examiner for gation instituted in Oklahoma were
the Pecos forest reserve, after a few the result of the evidence he had
days siient in Santa Fe, has returned gathered in connection with civil suits
to Albuquerque.
for the recovery of lands alleged to
Boyd YVyatt, of Denver, registered have been fraudulently obtained from
at the Claire last night. He is
the Indians whom he represents. The
route to California with a traiu load government's interest, he said, was
of Colorado hogs.
that of trustee, simply. He denied
A. C. Ringland,
district forester that Hearst had inspired the suits.
with headquarters at Albuquerque, has Mott is on his way to Washington.
gone to the Lincoln Forest Reserve
on an inspection tour.
If you want anything on eartn-- n try
Captain E. Goodwin Austen, secreNew Mexican want, "ad."
tary of the territorial cattle sanitary
board, has returned to Las Vegas af
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
ter a legislative visit to Santa Fe.
local
applications, as they cannot
Christian Otto, a wealthy stock- y
diseased portion of the ear.
the
of
and
member
of
board
the
jreach
if raiser
countv commissioners of Union coun-- There is only one way to cure deaf
ness, and that Is by constitutional
)i ty, is a guest at the Palace Hotel.
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
terrl-f
Ml
Fornoff
of
the
Fred
Captain
torial mounted police, left yests.'day inflamed condition of the mucous lin
Ji for Albuquerque.
He will be away ing of the Eustachian Tube. When this
tube is inflamed you have a rumbling
from headquarters for several days.
1, F. E. Dunlavey, of Denver, a for- sound or imperfect hearing, and when
mer business man of Santa Fe, was it is entirely closed deafness is the
in the city yesterday on a business result, and unless the inflammation
9, mission. He registered at the Claire. can be taken out and this tube
to its normal condition, hear
E. O, Speak, a federal sheep inbe destroyed
will
forever: nine
ing
spector, went to Antonito, Colo., today
to be present at a large movement of cases out of ten are caused by Ca
an inflanv
sheep from New Mexico into Colorado. tarrh, which is nothing but
S. Conover, postmaster at Lyden, ed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
Rio Arriba county, and also a mer
for
any case of deafness (caused by
chant in that settlement .arrived last
$ 'evening on the Denver & Rio Grande Catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Sent for circulars
S train.
free.
A. C. Ringland,
district forester,
F. J. CHENKY & CO.,
left Albuquerque last night for El
Toledo, O.
'f Paso and the Lincoln national forest
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
on a three weeks' general tour of InTake Hall's Family Pills for constispection.
A. H. Hudspeth, of White Oaks,, Lin pation.
in the
coin county, who served
House of the 37th legislative assembly is in Santa Fe renewing old ac-
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N.B.

H. S. REED

R. H.HANNA.
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TURKEYS, GEESE
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SPRING CHICKENS
SANTA FE MEAT
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J.GREEN

Poultry Headquarters
I

T

SALE

OF WINTER MILLINERY
Half the regular price will buv
William E. Griflln, game warden, is Fancy Feathers, Wings, Birds,
Hats, Caps. Lhby Bontiets etc.
in Espanola on official business.

Capital Stock

UNITED

CLEARING

PAGE FIVE

CHOICEST STOCK IN THE CITY
PRICES REASONABLE

MATTRESSES

BEDS

'EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE
Mail Order'Solicited.

Phone No 83.

It

STOCK CO.

j

ARE OFFERING

I
I

VV

Mrs. W. E. Martin, wife of Hon. W.
E. Martin, district clerk of the Third
A. M. DETTELBACH.
Judicial District, arrived late yester- day afternoon from Socorro to be WE LEAD OTHER FOLLOWS
with her husband.
Rev. Paul Gilberton, for many years
We Originated, Others Copy
pastor of the Guadalupe church on the
south side, but lately parish priest at
Las Vegas, left yesterday on a visit
to San Antonio, Texas.
Mrs. H. W. Beers and daughter of
Every
Antonito, Colo., arrived last night and
MONDAY and THURSDAY
registered at the Claire. They are en
. route
to California where they will Admission
10 cer.ts
spend the late winter months.
20 ce..ts
Reserved Scats
William H. Bartlett, the wealthy
Cv;ning Show at 7:30 and 8:30.
Chicagoan, who was recently severely
Matinee, Saturday at 3:30.
injured by being thrown from his
horse on his ranch in northern Colfax
county, passed Lamy yesterday accompanied by his wife, two children
and nurse. Mr. Bartlett has not yet
completely recovered from his injuries.
Mrs. Ed. C. Wade, Jr., wife of the
clever young assistant chief clerk of
the Council, is entertain! j her
mother, Mrs. W. W. Hall, of Hawar-den- ,
Iowa, who is here on a visit.

V e
Exceptional Values n
ROCKING CHAIRS, SIDE BOARDS
DRESSERS AND CHIFONIERS.

THAT'S ALL

Change of Program

HOUSE FURNISH AND UNDERTAKERS

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
Assurance

H.S.

Company

Denver Colorado.

Santa

BER6ERE. Manager for New Mexico
Catron

Fe, N. M.

FOR

OFFICIAL AUTTERS

4 3.F.

Dtpot

O. K.

Sawed Wood and Kindling

Phone No.

85, Office Garfield Avenue,

at

querque: Enrollment, 157;
department, 63; preparatory

"

CAPITAL COAL YARD
Nwrr A. T.,

$16,000; bond issue, $15,000.
New Mexico University

;

BARBER
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to
to
to
to
to
to

to

to

to

to
to

For the Next Week you Will find the Knife
Has Been Used on the Prices of our

to

neei the room for uew

to
to
to
to

and we advice you to come early for values like
this will not last long.
The shrewd buyers are beginning to know wl en
we advertise a bargaia that we mean just what "we
say.

T

he Racket Stor

to

to
to
to
to

The
Pi ice
Makers

to

X

X

SANTA FE. NT.W MEXICO.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

X

X

X

C. A. BISHOP)

O. C. WATSON

O. C WATSON & COMPANY

PEACHES,

IF

YOU WISH TO RENT,
BUY, OR SELL A MOD-ERCALL
COTTAGE,
-:
ON US
::
::

PEARS,

N

APPRIC0TS
PLUMS

New Figs

We Also Have

TABLE RAISINS

Several Business Properties For Sale.

insurance: and surety bonds.

SEEDED RAISINS
and
CURRANTS

CI

T

LIVERY STABLE

RON
FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES, SINGLE
BII06ILS. SURRIES. HCKS.

LEMON AND ORANGE PEEL

Albu-

college
depart--

CALL UP 'PHONE

SWEET CIDER

SHOP

!!!.

-

.

NO. 9

When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line.
Drivel's Furnished. Rates Right

i.5. 11 E &C0.
I

to

to

Good

3

The
Price
Makers

to

to

that are cominar in
to
we
do
this
are
order
Iq
announciog a clean cut
cents oo tha dollar.
reduction of 33
The prices that wa have been making are already
ridiculously low but we mem to make a clean up

to

$16,-0-

FIVE CHAIRS
WITH T. W. Roberts, E H Baca
F. S. Rivera, Al G. Slaughter
and W, M. Perry
All first class barbers In char?. Call and
give us a trial at O- K. Barber Sbop
24 7 ttan Francisco .btreet

to

EVAPORATED

partment, 28; preparatory department,
9;
appropriation for maintenance,

$4.50 per ton

to

AND WILL MOVE SOME
OFOUI1 GOODS ATOXCE

We

1908 CROP

-

All Kinds of Steam Coal.

'

S3

New Mexico- School of Mines at
Socorro:
Enrollment, 37; college de-

AND RETAIL

s

X

X

ALMONDS

New Mexico College of Agriculture
and Mechanic Arts. Total enrollment,
273, college enrollment, 66; preparatory department, 178; commercial department, 29; annual appropriation for
bond issues
maintenance, $16,000;
available, $55,000.
New Mexico Military Institute sji
Roswell:
Enrollment, 146; appropriation for maintenance, $17,000; bond
issue available, $45,000.
New Mexico Normal School, at Silver. City: Enrollment, 208; normal
department, 114; training school, 14;

appropriation for maintenance,

X

X

to.

,

COAL AND WOOD

SC

BOYS SUITS

to

WALNUTS

1908:

JULIUS H. QERDES

Anthracite Coal all sizes
Smithing Coal

,

'A

S S

WE MUST

'

to

SS

earm

1

and

territorial educational institutions, the
enrollment being for December 1,

AT THE PRICE PER SUIT $2.00.

5,25
6.00

ENGLISH

Notaries Public Appointed.
Governor Curry has appointed the
following notaries public: George N.
McCrary,
Artesia, Eddy county;
James E. Pardue, Melrose, Roosevelt
county; James W. Blair, Columbus,
Luna county.
School Statistics.
Superintendent J. E. Clark today
gave out the following statistics of

Men's Pajamas, nice warm ones
too; made of flannelette, figures and Stripes, these have no
collar; trimmed with white silk
braid. Very warm and exceedingly good values

Screened Raton Lump
'
Monero "
"
Cerrillos "

S S S S

',

to

1908 CROP

Block

MEN .WARM PAJAMAS

WHOLESALE

IE m.

tStCElS.

The Pioneer Life Insurance. Co.,
of the Southwest
A M,

X

i

CHARLES WAGNER FURNITURE CO.

Rational

X

'A

j

Iron Beds, Linoleum Lace Curtains

Life

X

j

FOR THE NEXT 30 DAYS
in AND SEETHEPRICES COME
COME ALL
TH
NEW NEWEST STYLES IN

The Colorado

OPERA HOUSE

quaintanceships.

S
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THE NAVAJO INDIANS.

Iaildoad; Time Table.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 1909.

N.ll.

Is to love children, and no home
can be happy without them,
yet the ordeal through which
the expectant mother must pass
usually is so full of suffering
and dread that she looks forward to the hour with appre
hension., Mather's Frisnd, hy its penetrating and soothing properties,
allays nausea, nervousness, unpleasant feelings, and so prepares the
system for the ordeal that she passes through the event with but little
suffering, as numbers have
testified and said, "it is worth
its weight in gold."
IjYfi!

mmm

societies

Fr. Leopold, O. F. M., in the
MASONIC.
County Republican.)
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Regular
useful and cultivable portion of the THE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO,
second Monday
Tickets to all parts of the world. Pullman berths reserved. Exclusive land is rather small when compared
Atlanta, Ga.
of each month at Mato
total.
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various
the
the
and
ocean
Booklets
all
literature
for
lines.
sonic Hall at 7:30 p. nx
steamship
tgency
railroad and steamship lines, containing valuable Information to travelers,
S. SPITZ, H. P.
The Navajo country is bounded on
free upon application.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
the west by the Colorado and the Lit- squatting on the ground when sitting,
''ast freight service to and from all Eastern and Western markets.
tle Colorado rivers, while the San which is, whenever no other position
Santr, Fe Commandary
river flows through the
Juan
is necessarily required.
LYNG.
No. 1, K. T. Regular
In the extensive
corner.
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7 00 a. m. cans, they managed not only to gain a perhaps
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Ute Park
Kansas.
Lawrence,
as a rule, the most of them are
I
livelihood, but also to pick up and to yet,
Coronado.
satisfied with one. A Navajo with
off
drive
and
other
sheep, ponies
( Connects
with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving in Dawson, N.
E. R. Bennett, Pagosa Springs,
is generally pretty well-to-dstock, which they turned over to their several wives
M 6:15 p. m.
Mrs. A. E. Moore, Nogal; MarColo.;
of
most
been
said,
since, as has
t Connects with E. P, & S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M., women and children to herd. When the property belongs to the woman, tin Aezen, Durango.
times had changed so that war and
:55 a. m,
seems to be the motive of
plunder could no longer be indulged aud this
N.
meets
M.
for
van
N.
at
trains
M.,
Houten,
Preston,
Stage
Look for the Coupon now put in each DRY FARMING CONGRESS,
wherever found.
polygamy
to
in
took
and
now
stockraising,
they
C. &. S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows:
While the Navajo has a score of hu- 25c package of Dr. Shoop's Health
CHEYENNE, WYO
they possess large herds of sheep,
NORTH BOUND
SOUTH BOUND.
as beg-gii.- Coffee Imitation. A clever 25c silsuch
and
man
foibles
vices,
goats, burros, ponies and cattle. Still
Feby 23, 25.
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
"
Coffee Strainer ofpilfering, drinking, gam- vered
lying,
attento
later
more
began
they
give
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
bling, etc., he has, on the other hand, fered on this Coupon. Besides, you
$21.05
TracK connection with A. T. & S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C. tion to planting and agriculture. They
commendable qual- get 90 large cups of Dr. Shoop's
and receive as many good and
,
at S. at Des Moines, E. P & S W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A are now
cof-25c.
the
for
And
and 'Health Coffee"
Datcs of gae peby jg.gQ 21 22,
neither monies nor rations from the ities. He extends to all visitors hosNorthwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
fee will certainly please you Sold by
most
the
strangers
Raturn L'mit March 2nd, 1909.
Cimarron, N. M., is depot for the following points In New Mexico: Ocate, government.
Co.
circumstances Cartwright-Davi- s
under
is
pitality,
Besides stockraising and agriculture
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
honest and truthful, is patient
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo the two chief industries of the tribe strictly
The New Mexican can do printing
respectful to old age
and
industrious,
herewiiu are some Dar gains onrered
Lobo, are silversmirhlng and blanket weav- and kind towards children. And while
Cerro,
Elizabethtown,
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes,
to that done in any of the large hy the New Mexican Printing Corn- equal
conmen
a
found
are
the
ing. Among
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
and willingness cities. Our solicitor, every piece of pany: Code of Civil Procedure orth
siderable number of silversmiths who farming, stockraising
from his work we turn out. Try our stock
the
W.
show
to
B. J, DEDM,N,
Navajo
work
A.
J, van HOUTEN;
GORMAN,
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
make a variety of ornaments and
silver once and you will certainly come bound, $1;
side,
utilitarian
and
practical
V- - Pres. and Gen JMgr- ,
- Pass- paper bound, 75c; Missouri
Genininu-LSi
ns,
,
suuii
Agent
uwiuereis,
Superintendent
Hllnw his aes. again. We have all the facilties for
uiga,
Missouri
Code
$5;
forms,
Pleading
:
77
bridles, etc.
hatbands, buttons,
RATON. N. illRATON, N M.
RATON, N, M, belts,
,
thetic taste and ideas of the beautitul turning out , every class of work, in- Pleadings, $6; the two for J10; Adapt.,
,
',.j
!!..
uoc
turn
vi auiiu biivei
muiuugn uicj
cluding one of the best binderies in ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of
but a few rude tools, one cannot help and ornamental.
the West.
New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903,
but to admire their skillful workman- HEARS CASE.
English and Spanish pamphlets, $.25;
ship, the graceful designs and the arGibraltar, Feb. 4. The court mar
full leather, ?3; Sheriff's
Flexible
Reason
Enthroned.
tistic taste displayed in their work.
v.
4ualthat is to try Edward
Because meats are so tasty they are Cover Pocket Docket, single, $1.25;
The women weave the celebrated tial ,vTi r,c tVm luittlpuhin fieoraia on
'
"
two or more books, $1 each; New
VovtHn lil'.nl.of on o tlmnlo
.nrfm. .,UU6U
' the charge that he was under ti.e in consumed In great excess. This leads Mexico
'
, ""'I,:
to
stomach
Supreme Court Reports, Nos.
biliousness
and
troubles,
'
fluence of intoxicating liquors at
3 and 10 inclusive $3.30 each; Compi)
r,
t..t.
Revise
let
constipation.
diet,
your
esreception given at Tangier, met
reason and not a
appetite ation Corporation Laws, 75c; Complla-ges- t
terdav on board the battleship LouiS' control, then take pampered
full
of New Mexico Reports,
a
doses
of
few
The Navajos are by no means "lazy ',ana
Qll;ltr0ugh was present in full Chamberlain's
tion
Money's
Laws,
50c;
Mining
and Liver
Stomach
Indians." Besides the four mentioned unlform but without his sword, which
$6.60; full list school blanks.
Tablets and you will soon be well
Drancnes or industry practiced witnm hp
ar
under
vrpndered when placed
For
all
at
sale
again.
drugTry.it.
to
a
JH.
A.
take
the tribe, they are willing
regt The hearing was concluded at gists. Samples free.
Subscribe for the New Mexican.
turn at almost any work that offers a the
Qualtrough
afternoon session.
Be in El
pecuniary remuneration and being of appearing in his own behalf, swore
'
an imitative and adaptable disposi-tion- , that he was ill the night of the rethey usually succeed in doing ception and drank only one glass of
their work satisfactorily. Navajo la-- ; sherry. All of the witnesses against
borers are, therefore, frequently pre-- . him were of the same opinion
ferred to Pueblos or even to white that he was under the influence or
men. Yet, with all, the Navajo is a intoxic.ints and Ullfit for
duty
The Trip to El Paso is a quick pleasant journej via
very independent, workman, a wnite
'employer using harsh or angry words
the New Mexico Central and E. P. & S. W. Take
HEXAMETHYLENETERAMINE.
towards a Navajo laborer need not be
above is the name of a German
The
to
see the latter throw down
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THING
surprised
advantage of this splendid service the first time you
which is one of the many
chemical,
his tools and tell the American to do
have occasion to go El Paso.
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS, REof
valuable ingredients
Foley's Kidney
the work himself, even if he sorely
is
MEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
iltAtlUlVUlJlVIIVH-lUiiiiiiiIVClUCUYi
needs the money and doesn't know
text booUs and
d by
BUSY PEOPLE ARE
DEAL OF TIME.
USING RUBBER
V. R- - STILES,
where he will get his next meal, and
as a uric solvent and anti
authorities
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
General Passenger Agent.
jis a hundred miles or more from septic for the urine. Take Foley's
home. However, despite his willingSAVE TIME, AND TIME 13 MONEY THESE DAYS
El Paso. Texas,
notice
soon
as
as you
ness to work the Navajo is, as a rule, Kidney Remedy and avoid a serious
not a very persistent workman. Af- any irregularities,
Sold by all druggists,
ter working at one job for two or malady.
three, perhaps four weeks, the roamPRICE-LIS- T
The New Mexican printing company
ing disposition inherited from his fore- has ready and for sain
and
fathers will assert itself.
One-lin- e
16
correct compilations of the territorial
Inches ong
Stamp, not over 2
The typical habitation of the Navajo incorporation laws, price 75 cents, of
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
ia the earth lodge, called hogan, of a the territorial road laws, pprlce 60
One-lin- e
20c.
and not over 3
inchei long
Stamp, over 2
conical shape, and about twenty feetcent8 and of the territorial mining
Eacn additional line on itamp, 15a.
These lodges are built .laws, price 50 cents per copy. These
in diameter.
Or.e-iinof several logs with forked ends. The can be purchased by applying in per
25c.
Stamp, over 3 2 and not ov er S lnchea long
forked ends ara inclined towards each Bon or by mail at the office of tht
.
Each additional line on tame stamp, 20c
otner and interlocked at tne apex. company.
TO
One-lin- e
15c.
Stamp, over 5 Inches long, per Inch
The intervening spaces are filled out
same
additional
Each
.
line,
price.
with other logs and poles, which are
Foley's Honey and Tar clears the
covered with reeds, weeJs, or cedar air passages, stops the Irritation in
(Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.)
The Mining Camp of Colorado, Utah and Nevada: to
bark, and a thick layer of ground is the throat .soothes the inflamed memBorders of all shapes, under 3 Inches' long way, 25c extra.
over the whole. To- branes, and the most obstinate cough
packed
tightly
ad
Colorado
a
Denver
Pueblo
Springs
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
wards the east a doorway is put in disappears. Sore and inflamed lungs
Inch Inch In slz, we charge for one
Where
is Via the
wintype used is over one-hamuch after the form of a dormer
are healed and strengthened, and the
inch or fraction.
line for each one-hadow on a sloping roof, and near the cold is expelled from the system. Reapex is left a hole for the smoke to fuse any but the genuine in the yelDATES, ETC.
escape. Just below the smokehole is low package. Sold by all druggists.
80c
for
and
town
date
Local
Dater
any
the hearth, where the women do the
in
.50
and
Dater
month,
year
day
The New Mexican can ffo prtntlni
Ledger
cooking,
The domestic life of the Navajo is equal to that done in any of the largn
.35
Dater
line
1 Regular
simple ted primitive, yet .peculiar to cities. Our solicitor, every pieced
Model
Dstcr
Band
1. 60
Definance
The relations between work we tunf out. Try our stock once
themselves.
Through the fertile San Luis valley, Also to the
e
1.50
Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
husband and wife are unique for a and you will certainly come again. W
1.50
.....
Protector
Check
Pearl
g
fo
social
out
"The
facilities
all
have
people.
rturnlng
San Juan couitry of Colorado.
the,
SELF INKING 8TAMP PADS,
position of the Navajo woman, says every class of work, including one ol
Dr. Matthews, is one of great inde- the best binderies in the Wwit
For informition as to rates, train service, dsscrip-tiv- e
2x3
25 cents; 2
10
14, 15 cents; 2
cents;
t
B5 cents; 3
50 cents; 4
75 cents.
pendence; most of the wealth of the
nation belongs to them; they are the Croup positively stopped In 20 mln
literature, etc. call t n or address.
TYPE
FOR
ADDKE8S
SPECIMENS
managers of their own property, the utes, with Dr. Shoop's Croup Remedy,
owners of their children, and their One test alone will surely prove this
cwn freedom lends character to their truth. No vomiting, no distress. A
S K. HOOPER, G. P. C& T. A.
The Navajo women, safe and pleasing syrup 50c. Sold by
physiognomies."
F. H. cTWcBRIDE, Agent.
as a rule, are strongly built and well Stripling;, Burrows & Co.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
Santa Fe, N. M.
developed, but rather short of stature
Denver, Colo.
If you want anything on earth try
and waddling In gait. This last irjvy
be accounted for by their custom ot a New Mexican want "ad."
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WILLARD, NEW MEXICO
City of the Estancia
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FUTURE: RAILROAD METROPOLIS OF
NEW MEXICO.

THE CITY OF WILLARD destined to be the COUNTY SEAT of
Torrance County New Mexico Was laid out in thp fall of H0?. It is now
a thriving city of nearly 1000 innabitants. It lies on the main line of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway system, runrinff east and west from
Chicago to al! California points andth.3 New Mom 20 Central Railroad running
from Santa Fe, N. M., in ciose connection wun tue Denver and Rio Grande
and the Rock Island System. The Santa Fe System have expended on its
depot yards a million dollars, in freight and passenger depot, eating house,
water system, round house and coaling chutes.
Sixty houses have been erected. Several of the largest mercantile
houses in the Territory are built and doing a big business. It has four
large hotels, churches, schools. A live Board of Trade, energetic business
men, two lumber yards, etc. The new city is in the center of the best
agricultural and grazing section of New Mexico. Tlie best shippiag and
distributing point for all merchandise, cattle, sheep and wool. The large
wholesale houses are in operation.

JLOCATEDjONTBELEN CUT-OFSANTA FE RYi'

0'

F

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Mam Line of the Santa Fe
System leading East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and points East to San
Francisco. Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico.
One thousand business aud residence lots, also 25x145 feet laid out with broad 60 and
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public parli and grand old shade trees,
public school house, costing $16, 000; churches, large mercantile establishments, the Belen Patent
Roller Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily, large winery, Hotel Belen new up to date modern improvement and 3 othr Hotels, Commercial Club, a population of 2.000 people, several restaurants, etc.
Belen is the largest shipping point for wood, flour, wheat, wine, beans and bay in Central
New Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad city in the near future" cannot be
70-fo-

estimated.
saxs

HHP

BELEN TOWN AND IMPROVEAIENT
COMPANY

THE

THE WILLI ARD TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT
COMPANY

iUIWnT'ii

ARE OWNERS OF THE'

ARE OWNERS OF THE

BELEN TOWNS I IE

WILLARD TOWNSITS
esse:

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS
;OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO OVER. TIIE MAIN LINE (THROUGH

Offers for sale upon reasonable terms fine business and residence lots on
the townsite situated upon broad avenues and streets, 80 and 60 feet wide.
Title perfect, warranty deed given. Terms of Sale: One half of purchase
money cash, balance note secured by mortgage on lots sold with interest
at 8 per cent per annum payable

TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH

:

semi-annuall-

JOHN BECKER, President. W. A. DUNLAVY,

Vice-Pre-

The lots offered are in the center of the city, wellgraded and'2.000 shade trees ,on avenues and
streets, no sand or gravel.
Our prices of lots are low and terms on EASY PAY'MENTS; title 'perfect warranty deeds
Two-thirfor
may remain on note, with montage as
purchase money, cash
one year, with 8 per cent interest thereon.

WM. M BERGER, Secretary.
FOR FURTHER
:

:

INFORMATION

: APPLY

TO

Willard,

:

:

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES IF YOU WISH TO SECURE CHOICEST LOTS

E. P. DAVIES, Ageat

New Mexico,

0

the Tune of Maryland, the
Hymn Ought to Prove a
Popular One.

WM. M. BERGEW Secretary.

ORDERS

AL

Men Are Named Who Are to Consti- - Sung to

tute Grand and Petit Juries for
the March Term.

In the editorial columns the New
Mexican today reproduces a song that
ought to prove a favorite in New Ilex-gran-d
ico schools and for public assemblies,
It breathes an ardent love for New
Mexico and is melodious and simple,
is set to be sung to the spirited
It
I
Aav nt lavoh
air nf Mnrvlnnrt TTaro 4a what TVTloa
Petit Jurors.
jMary E. Disette of this city, but in
West being applicants.
a
Ramon
the Indian Service at Paguate,
Fe
Santa
County
Oretga,
Already plans are being made to
- encia county, writes about the
Ctiimhymn:
Fe;
Apodaca,
Santiago
center
to
draw
this important mining
Paguate, via Laguna, N. M., Feb. 1.
the representative mining men from ayo; John Pfleugar, Lamy; Santos Or.
of New Mexican, Santa Fe,
Editor
F.
Evaristo
tiz,
Trujillo,
Chimayo;
all parts of the world, for this year's
G. J, Smith, Golden; Nes- - N. M. Dear Mr. Walter: Under sep-to- r
and
for
jPojoaque;
the
seekers
gold
meeting, and
Gallegos, Agua Fria; Walter M. arate cover I send the November
silver and copper will have an oppornumber of the Home Mission Monthly,
Glorieta.
Taber,
tunity to discuss their problems and
Velas- - containing a good letter from a
Rio Arriba CountV-Luc- as
which
a
in
land
their
ideas
exchange
Ojo Caliente; Francisco Mar- - sion teacher on the resources of New
has been one of the most important
Tierra Amarilla; Frank Bond, Mexico, but I send it mainly for a
of mineral producing
dsrlcjte for tinez,
more than half a century, ''"Nevada Espanola; Juan P. Lujan, Espanola; rousing good song that ought to be
M. taught to all our school children.
I
boasts of the greatest silver mine Juan A. Archuleta, Espanola; Jose
ever discovered the Comstock and LoDez. Chamita: Atanacio Montoya, don't know the author, neither does
Em Miss Clark.
She says she got it
one of the world's greatest gold mines j Truchas; Pedro Griego, Chamita;
Rod-- at an Institute.
Martin
iterio
Ablquiu;
Espinosa,
Perhaps Superin-'riguethe Goldfleld Consolidated.
German Trujillo, tendent J. E. Clark will know.
Truchas;
Mining Is an industry of such vital 'Abiquiu; Juan de J. Duran, Abiqulu;
What goes into the schools reaches
importance to the commercial life of Richard Butler, Park View.
the homes. What we need in New
the nation that its problems are of I San Juan County. W. L. Kennedy, Mexico is more faith in ourselves and
national character instead of being j.
Farmington ;J. P. Thompson, Bloom- - in the plastic material in the children
merely local or sectional, and the field; E. F. Taylor, Kirtland; C. M. of our native and Indian neighbors,
coming session will be replete with j Roberts, Farmington; A. J. Wilson, It is an inspiring thing to hear tha
grave discussions upon questions af- Aztec; J. A. Pierce, Fruitland; C. B. Indian children of this village sing
fecting the national welfare. Even Brookfleld, Flora Vista; William C. this song, and I hope it may be taught
the president of the United States has May, San Juan; Peter Knickerbocker in every school In the
territory.
recognized the importance of mining, Aztec.
'
Very truly yours,
and his recent advocacy of strenuous
MARY E. DISSETTE.
Taos County Adolfo Qulntana, Ar-- j
measures to conserve our mineral reroyo Seco; Jose D. Gallegos, Canjil-- 1
sources and regulate the affairs of
a
on; Regino Vigil, Talpa; Jose Antonio
AIMS IIPTIM
mining with a view to increased pro- Gomez, Questa; Donaciano Cordova,
duction along with more economical
OF SHOOTING FRAY
Taos; Benedicto Lopez, Tais.
methods and practices, is the same
Grand Jury.
policy which has governed the Ameri- "
Waco, Texas, Feb. 4. James Smith,
Santa Fe County Ed. Miller, Tesu- can Mining Congress for years.
que; Hatla Samora, Tesuque; Dick one of the four men shot Monday
The most Important of the topics .Conner, San Pedro; Romualdo Roybal, by Verna Ware and her brother in
which will appear on the program for
Tesuque; Francisco Jimenez, Tesu- the district court at Galesville, is
the coming session will relate to the que; Luis Lujan, Santa Fe; Manuel dead. James Ross, another victim of
conservation of the nation's re- P. Romero, Santa Fe; Juan Gonzales, the Ware bullets will probably die.
sources; Its metallic and
Canoncltd; Francisco Ortiz y Rodri- - John Hanes, who was shot at the
mineral products; water for power guez, Santa Fe; Lorenzo Lopez, San- - pame ; time, died late Monday,
and irrigation; establishment of a ta Fe; Ramon Armijo, Santa Fe; Mi- - Hanes was charged with the seduc-gue- l
Bureau of Mines at Washington;
tion of Miss Ware and was on trial.
Roybal, Tesuque.
greater safety for mine employes, par-- Rio Arriba County J. D. C. Chaves, The feeling at Gatesville is reported
tlcnlarly in coal mines;s; general revi- Galllna; Felipe Trujillo, Truchas; E. as running very high.
revision
sion of federal mining-lawUllbarri, Tierra Amarilla; Matias Ro--,
of Alaskan mining laws; more eco- mero, Dixon; Sarracino Gallegos, Gal-- 1
Ask Yourself the Question.
nomical methods of ore production I legos; H. H. Aderhold, Chama; L. M.
not use Chamberlain's Pain
Why
and treatment; appropriate action, to Ortiz, Chamita; Orecencio Archuleta, Balm when you have rheumatism?
and fair trans"
lessen
Chamita; Rafael Vigil, El Rito, Juan We feel sure that the result will be
smelter
and
charges J. Abeytia, Rosa;. Eliseo Lujan, Vel- - prompt and satisfactory. One appll-ardportation charges
for the metalliferous mining products.
cation relieves the pain, and many
Taos County A. B. Trujillo, Ar- - have been permanently cured by Its
It is an admitted tact tnat real
use. 25 and 50 cent sizes. For sale
royo Seco; Albino Barela, Questa.
San Juan County Harry Knowlton, by all druggists.
late, financial man and merchants all
lay that quickest and best-, rewiltsare Aztec; Frank Allen, Farmington.
the New
obtained by advertising
If you want anything on earth try
' "
Mexican,
a New Mexican want "ad." Subscribe for the New Mexican.

Yesterday afternoon Judge John R.
McFie in the presence of three wit- nesses as required by law drew the
and petit juries for the March
term of the First Judicial District
Court which will convene in the court
house at Santa Fe on the first Mon- -
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Territory of New Mexico.
Adjutant General's Office.

General Orders

FURNISHED ROOMS with
Palace avenue.

Sharpshooters.

A
Corporal Frank. W. Winters, Troop
G. Head, Troop A..
Richard
Trumpeter
Marksmen.
Troop A
H.
W.
Koogler,
Sergeant
A
Sergeant Robert Buvens, Co.
Co. A
E.
P.
Dessauer,
Captain
Sergeant Jacob Safford, Co. F
Private Albert Nestor, Co. F
Private Roger Fiske, Co. F
Private Julius Loomis, Co. F
Sergeant Adolph Schutz. Co. D
Private Clyde Kimbal!. Co. F
Private Robert Boyle, Co. F
Private Olaf Windsor, Co. F
Musician Clinton Crandall, Co. F
Private Robert Harvey, Co. F
Private Eugene Fiske, Co. F
Private Lewis Marsh, Co. F
1st Sergeant W. P. Houser, Co. D
Corporal George Marsh, Co. F
Captain L. W. Ilfeld
Captain Arthur Bail
Private Howard Wade, Co. F
Figure of Merit.
Co. F, 1st Inf....
Co. A, 1st Inf....
Troop A, Cav
Co. D, 1st Inf
Co. G, 1st Inf . . . .
Co. E, 1st Inf....

Signal Detachment
Official.

Cav.
Cav.

nt;

J5

1st wr.
53.88
fJ--

J

FOR SALE Good
upright piano
nqulre at Wagner Furniture company

store.
LOST

Elk's tooth with mounting.
office and claim re-

Return to this
ward.

FOR RENT
house, furnished complete.
Mission furniture,
bath, electric lights, etc.
Opposite
capitol. 119 Don Gaspar avenue.
Six-roo-

temporarily stimulate the Heart or
That
method
Kidneys.
is all wrong. Dr. Shoop's Restorative
goes directly to these failing inside
nerves. The remarkable success of
this prescription demonstrates the
wisdom of treating the actual cause of
these failing organs. And It is indeed
easy to prove. A simple five or ten
days test will surely tell. Try it once,
and see! Sold by Stripling, Burrows
&

Co.

6 85

,

me

and wedEngraven caras oe
ding invitations a specialty at the New
Mexican Printing office. An one stand,
ing in need of such will do well to
call at this office and examine earn
pies, style of work and Dries.
C. R. Kluger,

the Jeweler,

1060 Vir-

ginia Ave., Indianapolis, Ind., writes:
"I was so weak from kidney trouble
that I could hardly walk a hunderd
feet. Four bottles of Foley's Kidney
Remedy cleared my complexion, cured ,
my backache and the irregularities
disappeared, and I can now attend to
business every day, and recommend
If you want anything on earth try Foley's Kidney Remedy to all suffer
a New Mexican want "ad."
ers, as it cured me after the doctors
and other remedies had failed." Sold
try
Subscribe for tne New Mexican.
by all druggists.

The

New Mexican Printing com-panFoley's Orino Laxative
has on hand a large supply of
makes
pation and liver trouble and
suitable for school
the bowels healthy and regular. Ori- pads and tablets
also for lawyers
no is superior to pills and tablets as work, the desk, and
and
everywhere. We
good
merchants;
nauseate.
or
Why
it does not gripe
frill sell them at 5 cents In nook form.
all
take anything else? Sold by
cures consti-

It you want anything on earth
a New Mexican want "ad."

.

In sickness, if a certain hidden nerve
goes wrong, then the organ that this
nerve controls will also surely fail. It
may be a Stomach nerve, or it may
have given strength and support to
the Heart or Kidneys. It was Dr.
Snoop that first pointed to this vital
truth. Dr. Shoop's Restorative was
not made to dose the Stomach nor to

By Command of the Governor.
. P. TARKINGTON.
Adjutant General.

Adjutant General.

FOR SALE One 1 H. P. Maxwell-runaboutApply at New Mexican.

FCR SALE A second-hansteam
boiler In rjood condition. It will bo
disposed of at very low price. Ap;ly
to the New Mexican Priming

Cav. 1st I:nf.
1st Inr.
1st Inf.
1st Inf.
1st Inf.
1st inr.
....1st Inf.
1st Inf.
1st inr.
1st Inr.
1st Inr.
1st In f.
1st Inf.
1st Inf.
1st Inr.
1st Inr.

ls

Board,

181

The following classification of officers and enlisted men for
the season of 1908, with their respective standing, and the
as comfigure of merit of organizations for the same season,
informapiled from the target returns, are published for the
tion of all concerned.
Expert Rifleman.
1st Inf.
First Lieutenant Carlos Vierra
....Cav.
Second Lieutenant J. C. Sharp
1st Inf.
Captain Harry E. McCullough
1st Inf.
Ames
R.
W.
Second Lieutenant
1st Inf.
Lieut-ColonE. C. Abbott
Adjt. Gen'l.
A. P. Tarkington
Brig.-GeCav.
A
L.
G.
Troop
Jenkins,
Sergeant
1st Inf.
1st Sergeant Stuart K. Baker, Co. A
1st Inf.
F
Co.
G.
Hogle,
Corporal Harry
1st Inf.
F
Co.
F.
F.
Wiley,
Corporal

!

f-

IMPROVEMENT CO.

&

JOHN BECKER, President-

GOLDFIELD GETS NEXT JURORS DRAWN FOR
PATRIOTIC SONG
MINING CONGRESS
DISTRICT COURT
FOR NEW MEXICO
Mining Men Decide to hold 1909 Session in Nevada.
Denver, Colo., Feb. 4. Formal announcement has been made by the directors of the American Mining Congress of this city of the selection of
Goldfleld, Nfcv., as the place for holding the 1909 session. The contest for
the honor of entertaining this, the
greatest organization of mining men
in th3 world, was spirited, a number of
cities in the East as well as in the

TOWN

BELEN

THE

of Company.
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PAGE EIGHT

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN", SANTA FE, N. M.

Minor City Topics

c

(Continued

Make no engagenipnt to interfere
with attending the board of trade
meeting tomorrow night. There will
be special addresses and many subjects of interest to the city discussed.
Death at Penitentiary A. M. Boy- kin of Roosevelt county, died yester- day afternoon

I

uii

Washington's birthday, February
at St.. Vincent's.
Robbing Peter to Pay Paul-- E.
Enrch of Raton, chairman of the

From Page 2.)

'

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY

X.
Col-fa-

x

board or county commissioners,
says that Raton is to suffer greatly
from the territorial board of equalization's new method of assessing the
railroads.
Last year the Santa Fe
railroad in Raton was assessed as follows:
One mile road. $7,500: tplo- graph line, $130: sidintr. Jm.S70-

noled gentleman. Just then he was
Interrupted by one of the listeners
who exclaimed, "Why
that
Hanley
can't be the skull of Franklin, for I
have seen his skull in the museum
at Boston and that skull was far
smaller than this one." "Nevertheless," replied the intrepid Hanley, "this
is the skull of Franklin. The one you
saw was probably taken at the time
when Franklin was a boy, which of
course accounts for it being smaller
than this one." The reporter slipped
out before the fight began.

si1,'.1.?.

nan

J"

4, 1909.

..

Most important was action on the
iroposed territorial bond Issue of half
a million dollars for public school pur
poses, the interest to be paid out of
receipts from public lands, and which
would n it cost the taxpayer an additional cent. If the special committee
sent to Washington, accomplished no
more than the ratifiatlon of this proposed measure, it would amply
the territory for the trouble and expense. Governor Curry was loudly
applauded and a vote of thanks was
given him, and Baca and Martinez
were appointed a committee to convey
this vote to the governor.
Upon motion of Roberts the Houso
went into committee of the whole to
consider Governor Curry's suggestions.
the House
'Upon
committee's
the
report and
adopted
was carried by a vote of 23 to 1.
House Joint Resolution No. 3, providing an appropriation of $3,500 to
pay the expenses of a commission vot
seven to be appointed by the. governor, to proceed to Washington to
work along the lines proposed by the
re-pa- y

CURRY ADDRESSES LEGISLATURE
vnaA
mllo
(Continued From First Page.
Will Foroet Troubles T1if Whiro the city of Raton thus losing $05,000
tonight at. the High school auditorium ot valuation. This, Mr. Burch says,
House Bill No. DC, by Catron, an
is a popular one and full of life and Is "njust, especially in the matter of
to enfun. Mr. Perkins has been on the lec- - the Raton schools which now will re- - net to permit municipalities
itfaiaBf-tfi,Jy..,,naja53sglure platform for years and is nn celve little support from the railroad, large their limits. Upon motion ot
at Other towns in the territory where Catron the bill was referred to the
adej t at pleasing, a professional
entertaining. If you want to Iforget railroad shops are located are thus president. The billrovides that muhas
your troubles come to t'ie High school affected, declares Mr. Burch, while nicipalities to which Congress
tonight. Don't mind Hie bad weather, counties through which the roads run made a grant of four Spanish leagues,
you'll forget that when you hear the for lon stretches receive extra as- - may, upon a vote ordered by the City
1'iinior of "Dixie" the land of the mid- - sessment and the roads escape taxa- - Council, extend their boundaries to
lion for school purposes In the towns include all or any portion of the grant.
ilay sun.
where they formerly paid school taxes There are only two such towns in New governor.
ion knifings, sidings and personal Mexico Santa Fe and Albuquerque.
Speaker Miera introduced House
LEGISLATIVE THUMB
Bond Issue.
property.
Bill No. 97, providing for a bond issue
NAIL SKETCHES' a Man With a Hobby We all have Council Bill No. 57, by Mechem, an of half a million dollars, for public
hobbies, so it is said, which we ride act to provide for an issue of $500,000 school purposes, the Interest to be
Statehood Provisions G o v e r n o r wlth n,ore or less frequency, therefore In bonds by the territory of New Mex- paid from the proceeds
of public
ico for common school purposes. The
Curry has received the following jt is not at all astonishing that a
lands.
from Delegate W. H. An- - la,ive member should be a hobby bonds shall be Issued in the denominChavez of Sierra presided over the
drews, anent the provisions of the en- - lidp1'' Iu this category can be placed ation of a thousand dollars each, shall committee of the whole.
We still continue our sale of High Grade Groceries at bargain prices. abling act for Xew Mexico and Ari- - William D. Tipton, member of the bear four per cent interest. The proThe House adjourned to Monday afDona ceeds are to be distributed among the
These goods must all he sold. If you haven't already had your share of zona: "The statehood bill, as it will House representing 'Otero and
at 2 o'clock.
ternoon
His particular hobby several counties in proportion to the
be reported by the House committee Aia counties.
Joint Session.
a
to
invest. Only
good goods at small prices, now Is the time for you
to the House, provides for the follow- - 'a Sod roads throughout the territory school census of 190S. The money is
3:30 o'clock, the legislature met
At
to
be
conschool
bill
for
a
house
that
to
introduce
expended
One hundred delegates to the and he intends
few days more. Every day now sees us out of some line or brand. Prices ing:
in 1oint session in the hall of repre
Xew Mexico constitutional conven-- ; w'.ll give to each county an appropria- struction, school librarians, teachers'
sentatives and listened attentively to
down another notch on many articles.
salaries
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